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A TIP FROM TOM
Use tools that were made for the material.
No matter how skilled you are or how expensive your materials, you can’t get good
results on solid surface using tools made for woodworking. That’s what Tom Pinske
discovered, in his own shop and in talking to dozens of professional fabricators who
struggled to get the quality results they were used to. “It’s the tools.” Tom said, and set
out to find some that would work specifically for solid surface material.
Anyone who knows Tom will tell you that he’s very particular, so it wasn’t surprising
when he couldn’t find even the most basic tool—a straight edge that was exactly what
he wanted. Remembering his dad’s attitude (“If you can’t find it, make it”), Tom
decided to design his own solution, and after another long search, found a company
that could machine an exact edge—The Pinske Edge. That was the start. He originally
designed the tools for use in his own shop, but when other fabricators saw the precision results Tom was getting on his finished pieces, they wanted to know where he
got his tools. Every tool that Tom makes starts with one basic idea: a Pinske tool
should make your job easier and the finished product better.
At right: Tom Pinske received the Hall of Fame award at the
International Solid Surface Fabricators Association annual convention in 2003

If you find yourself driving around Minnesota one day thinking, “I wonder where The Pinske Edge is!” we’re located in Plato, a small
rural community just an hour west of Minneapolis/St. Paul. We’d be delighted if you’d stop by, see our shop and visit with us.
The Pinske Edge staff is always happy to hear from you and answer any of your fabrication questions. We want to help
you “improve your bottom line.” We believe that with Pinske Edge solid surface fabrication tools you’ll
improve the quality of your countertops with fabrication that’s fast and precise. You can reduce your project
lead time, inventory and work in process. You’ll also obtain more market share, get the more difficult jobs, and
enjoy a more accomplished and distinct reputation. Professional fabricators and solid surface manufacturers agree
that quality work depends on the accuracy of every cut, the precision of every curve, the perfection of every seam.
Every step of the fabrication tells about your skill and materials, and it also tells a lot about the quality of your tools.
Doing quality work shows up in customer satisfaction, your own sense of pride, and your bottom line. Let us
show YOU a better way.

Tom really trusts the strength and dependability of his Power Stands
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Pinske Edge Starter Systems
…putting you on your way to bigger profits
Faster setup, precise edges, invisible seams, smoother curves … there is a better way, and it starts with Tom’s tools,
designed and machined to exacting standards that show up in your finished products. Our special Starter System
Packages include all the essentials to put you on your way to fabricating better products, and taking home bigger profits.
Because we know that everyone likes to do things their own way, we offer two basic Starter Systems. Starter System #1
features Power Grips, while Starter System #2 features Rigid Seaming Cups. Both systems are also offered as special “Plus”
packages, featuring additional items to make it even easier to work smart and make money.

Starter
System #1
This package is for those
who want to work with
Power Grips. It includes
everything listed below:
■ Instruction video
(DVD)
■ 2 pairs of Power Grips
with Turnbuckles
■ 24 oz. Power Grip
Cleaner
■ 1 pair 8" Indexing Arms
■ 1 pair of 11" Indexing Arms
■ 31", 48", 102" and 150" Straight Edges
■ Power Stand with 12' Rails
■ Move-Eze Wheels
■ 100 2" Spring Clamps

Starter System #1

#8180

■ Wavy Edge Router Base
■ 2" Insert Wavy Bit (#2065)
■ Wavy Inserts (box of 10; #2265)
■ 3⁄ 4" Template Guide and Lock Nut
■ 2" x 5⁄ 8" Insert Router Bit (#2068)

■ 2" x 5⁄ 8" Inserts (box of 10; #2268)
■ 11⁄ 2" Inside Radius Template
■ 90° Pinske Square
■ Sink and Cooktop Cutout Template

$3,259.00

Starter System #1 Plus
Ths package includes everything shown above in Starter
System #1, PLUS an additional Power Stand with 8' Rails
(#242596), Move-Eze Wheels, as well as a Material Handling
Cart (#6600) and a Flush Trim Bit (#2270).

Starter System #1 Plus
#8181 $4,189.00

Our “Plus” Starter Systems
include TWO Power Stands–one
with 8' rails (shown here) and
one with 12' rails (shown above),
for the ultimate in productivity!

The Starter System
#1 Plus also includes
everything shown at
the top of this page!

Flush Trim Bit (#2270)

Material Handling Cart
(#6600)
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Starter
System #2
It’s your choice—if
you’d rather seam with
Rigid Cups, here’s the
package for you. It
includes everything
listed below:
■ 2 sets Rigid Cups,
tool box and vacuum
pump (#8084)
■ 1 pair 8" Indexing
Arms
■ 31", 48", 102" and 150" Straight Edges
■ Power Stand with 12' Rails
■ Move-Eze Wheels
■ 100 2" Spring Clamps

Starter System #2

#8182

■ 3⁄ 4" Template Guide and Lock Nut
■ 2" x 5⁄ 8" Insert Router Bit (#2068)
■ 2" x 5⁄ 8" Inserts (box of 10; #2268)
■ 11⁄ 2" Inside Radius Template

■
■

90° Pinske Square
Sink and Cooktop Cutout Template

$2,819.00

Starter System #2 Plus
Ths package includes everything shown above in Starter System #2, PLUS an additional Power Stand with 8' Rails (#242596), Move-Eze
Wheels, as well as a Material Handling Cart (#6600) and a Flush Trim Bit (#2270). See page 4 for photos of these additional items.

Starter System #2 Plus

#8183

$3,699.00
Some comments from our customers…

“Tom’s Starter System increases your speed, quality, profits and confidence. It’s a worthwhile investment!”
—Kevin Keenan, Keenan Builders (Ada, MI)

“We are very well satisfied with your helpful staff and quick responses.”
—Carol LeBlanc, B&L Marble Co., Inc. (Lake Charles, LA)

“We use the Pinske Edge tools throughout our whole shop to increase production and safety. The rewards we’ve
reaped with Pinske Edge tools is wicked!”
—Wendell Parrish, Vermont Solid Surface (St. Johnsbury, VT)
TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM
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Pinske Power Grips
… the most versatile helper you can hire!
No solid surface craftsman should be without Pinske Power Grips. Tom started with the
suction design of glassworkers’ grips then added a few extras to make them especially
versatile. These Power Grips are easy to attach, easy to remove and will never scratch or
mar your material. There’s no better way to grab and hold solid surface material than
with the Power Grips’ soft rubber pads and powerful suction.

Power Grips

Also available with brackets and turnbuckle, for even more versatility!

Set of two Power Grips with carrying case

#8088

■

For seaming, place a Power Grip on
each side of a seam, attach the turnbuckle and tighten gently. When the
seam is set, simply remove the grips.

■

The bracket can be used to secure a
straight edge or template in places
where clamps won’t work (see page
23 for more details).

$148.00/pair

Other uses for Power Grips…
■

Use to carry whole sheets of solid-surface
material (see page 33)
■ Keep cutout pieces from falling through
(see page 15)
■ Secure small pieces for repairs (see page 40)

Power Grips with Bracket and Turnbuckle
Set of two Power Grips with two brackets, turnbuckle and carrying case

#8087
#010180

For your Power Grips…
■

Power Grip Cleaner (page 42)

$295.00/pair
$16.00 each

Replacement turnbuckle

Reconditioned Power Grips
Return your “tired out” Power Grips to us and receive a reconditioned “like new” grip for only $75.00 each

Pinske Power Stands
…for solid support and a flexible workshop layout.
Pinske Power Stands are sturdy, compact and
portable, and they’re fast and simple to set
up and take down. Tom rearranges his
Power Stands for each new project, so he can
place his sheets on the workstation and leave
them there from roughcut through final
seam. The less he moves the pieces, the less
chance there is of chipped edges or other
damage. (And, if you’re like Tom, you don’t
really enjoy carrying those pieces around
more than you have to.)
■
■

Use 15⁄ 8" Microlam header
boards on the crossbars.

321⁄ 2"H x 26"W; folds down to just 9" wide
Power Stands provide equal support along
the entire length of your material

Power Stands (pair) with 4' Rails
Power Stands (pair) with 8' Rails
Power Stands (pair) with 12' Rails

#242548
#242596
#2425144

$279.00
$319.00
$359.00

New! Add wheels to your Power Stand for even more flexibility. See page 32.
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Power Stands
Only (per pair)
#242500
$249.00

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM

Pinske Straight Edges are the foundation of the Pinske Edge and its fabrication shop. Precision craftsmanship starts with the basics …
the straightest line, the sharpest edge. The edges offered here are a result of Tom’s exacting standards.
■ 5 7⁄ 8" wide, 5⁄ 16" thick extruded aluminum
■ Machined perfectly straight (.005 T.I.R. on 150") on both
■ The extrusions give your router a ridge to ride on for less

edges
friction and
smoother passes (check out page 23 to see how well the Power Grips
work with Pinske Straight Edges for precision cutting)

Pinske Straight Edges

Available in 6 lengths:
#312531
#312548
#312569
#312581
#3125102
#3125150

$ 99.00
$135.00
$159.00
$185.00
$225.00
$295.00

31" length
48" length
69" length
81" length
102" length
150" length

We also offer three different packages to provide you with a selection and save money!
#312505 $419.00

#3125045 $359.00

48", 69" and 81" Straight Edges in one package.

Straight Edge Package of 3 with 45˚ angles. Includes 71", 51"
and 34" Straight Edges with 45˚ angle on one end.

#312500 $689.00
31", 48", 102" and 150" Straight Edges in one package.

Template Guide and Lock Nut
This is the heart of Tom’s better method of fabrication.
■

The heart of the Pinske System

#42045
#42024

$11.95
$11.95

The router rides on top of all of the tools and the template guides ensures
that each pass leaves an exact 1⁄ 16" of material beyond the edges.
■ Using this as a given, you can quickly calculate what you need to start with
in order to finish to the right size.
■ The 8" indexing arms (below) are preset for use with these template guides.

5⁄ 8"

Template Guide and Lock Nut for use with 1⁄ 2" bit
3⁄ 4" Template Guide and Lock Nut for use with 5⁄ 8" bit

Pinske Indexing Arms
The 11" Arms are preset for use with the Wavy Base and Bit to remove 1⁄ 16" of material from each side of the seam.

#83125 $55.00
8" Indexing Arms
(set of two)
If you’re using the
entire Pinske System,
the 8" Arms are preset
to use with a Straight
Edge and Template
Guide for routing an
exact 1⁄ 16" of material.

#113125 $55.00 11" Indexing Arms (set of two)
TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM
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Pinske Squares
The confidence you gain when you’ve got tools you
can trust will show up in quality results, in your
customer’s satisfaction, and on your bottom line.
■ Machined with the same precision as our Straight
■ Accurate and true every time you pick one up
■ Available in the angles you use most

#1990
#1945
#1922
#1910

$229.00
$229.00
$229.00
$229.00

Edges

90°
28" x 39" arm length
45°
28" x 46" arm length
1
22 ⁄ 2° 28" x 36" arm length
Angled seam square – NEW!

We also recommend…
See page 32 for the Pinske Power Stand (shown in use in the photo above)

Now available—Angled Seam Square
Just a slight bit off 90°, this new
square makes wall-to-wall countertop
installation easy! (product #1910)

Outside Radius Templates … eliminate sanding time on outside curves!
A fast way to rout your outside curves. The indexing bar lets you set up quickly; then you simply clamp and rout.

1" Outside Radius
Template
#2150
$149.00

45° Inside & Outside
Radius Template
#2145
$149.00

Circle Compass
includes modified Power Grip and extension arms for circles 13" to 90" in diameter
Some people think the Circle Compass is Tom’s best innovation, because it
puts a nearly impossible task—routing a perfect circle—within easy reach.
Start by attaching the powerful suction Grip to your material —quick, clean
and secure. Adjust the extension arms to make any size circle from 13" to
90" in diameter. Next, attach your router to the extension arms (fits 21⁄ 2–31⁄ 4
HP routers). Now make the entire 360º circle in one cut. It’s really that simple. You can readjust the extension arms and add matching pinstripes, inlays
or other custom touches.

Circle Compass
#3310 $195.00

Air Compass*
#3312 $285.00

For cabinetmaking and other woodworking…
*Please see the Air Compass on page 36 … same basic design as the Circle
Compass, but this one holds securely on wood and plastic laminate as well as
solid surface!
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Border Template
Upscale your tops quickly and easily with a 2" border
using this template.
■

Use the outside to rout the border
piece and the inside to rout the
main counter top
■ 31⁄ 2" inside/outside curve,
5⁄ 16" thick

Border Template
#2200
$229.00

Border Spacer
This allows for the offset when using the #2065
wavy bit and 3⁄ 4" template guide (#42024) on the
counter top and the border edge.

A TIP FROM TOM
Be sure to hold your router the same way
for both inside and outside pieces when
you’re making a border.

Border Spacer

#850

$19.00

Inside Radius Template … If there’s a better way, trust Tom to find it.
To make a solid surface piece strong and durable, putting a 1" to 11⁄ 2" radius on an inside curve is a vast improvement over a 90º
square cut. The radius is stronger than a straight angle because it dissipates stress instead of cracking. That means every piece you
make will hold up for years to come. Use the outside curve and bit #10-870 to add a pinstripe.

11⁄ 2" Inside Radius Template
#2121
$229.00

1" Inside Radius Template
#2120
$229.00

■ 11⁄ 2"

■

inside corner, 31⁄ 2" outside radius, 5⁄ 16" thick

For
pinstripe

1" inside corner, 3" outside radius, 5⁄ 16" thick

For inside
corner

Rabbet Stop

Here’s How It Works

This is for use anytime you need to stop a cove backsplash;
examples are by the appliance garage or for a counter
overhang. Use the
Rabbet Stop to square
off rounded corners.

Rabbet Stop
#91141 $110.00

Rout out a perfect
area for an appliance
garage

Square off the rounded corner, using a
1⁄ 8" bit (#10-810) and our 3⁄ 4" Template
Guide with Lock Nut (#42024).

For more coving equipment … see pages 15–17
TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM
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Seaming — Done Right!
This is Tom’s sensible, slick answer to the problem of crafting strong, invisible seams.
Instead of joining two flat surfaces, use the Wavy Edge Router Base and Wavy Edge
Router Bit to make two interlocking surfaces that fit snugly together.
■

Seam edges align perfectly and don’t slip

■

A wavy surface seam is stronger because it has more adhesive area for better bonding

Here’s how you do it: Rout one seam edge with one side of the stepped Router Base,
then rotate the router 180˚ and rout the other seaming surface. You save time preparing the seams, and the automatic alignment means you won’t do as much sanding to
get a professional finish.

Wavy Edge Router Base

The Seam Rite System®

#810
$46.00

Tom’s special seaming process is so popular that he’s made a system with everything
you need to Seam Rite, at a significant savings over buying the pieces separately.
The only thing he feels bad about is that no one will ever see your great handiwork.

with
mounting
holes for
Porter
Cable
Routers; fits
7" Diameter Base

#800

The Seam Rite System includes:
■

2 pairs of Power Grips with
Turnbuckles
■ Power Grip Cleaner
■ 1 pair of 11" Indexing Arms

$46.00

■ 31" Straight Edge
■ Wavy Router Base
■ 2" Insert Wavy Bit
■ Wavy Inserts (box of

10)

without mounting holes

Seam Rite System
#8085
$995.00

2065

2265

Wavy Edge Insert & Bit
This high-grade carbide bit uses a
reversible insert blade to cut the wavy
seam. Inserts eliminate resharpening and
ensure the accuracy of every cut. The bit
is 2" long and the cutting length is 17⁄ 8".

2" Wavy Edge Insert Bit
#2065
$155.00
Inserts for Wavy Bit*
#2265
$169.00 (Box of 10)
*Note: Inserts are reversible, so you get
twice the life out of each one
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Also see…
■

Rigid Seaming Cups (page 25) … great for pulling seams together!

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM
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Insert Router Bits
All router bits were not created equal. Working with a worn bit
sacrifices speed and quality. Working with a reground bit sacrifices
accuracy. The solution? An Insert Router Bit with replacement inserts.
The high-grade carbide edges take more than the usual wear and tear,
and they’re reversible, so you get twice the life out of every insert.

Insert Router Bits
#2067
$140.00
#2068
$160.00

#2267

13⁄ 16" x 1⁄ 2" bit
2" x 5⁄ 8" bit

Flush Trim Insert Bit with Allen Wrench

#2270

#2067

Trimming your buildup even with your deck has never been
easier. The precision top bearing holds a smooth and square cut.

#2270
#012399

$175.00
$13.00

Inserts (box of 10)
#2267
$89.00
#2268
$89.00

For 13⁄ 16" x 1⁄ 2" bit
For #2068 and #2270

Rigid Seaming Cups work great for pulling seams together—straightcut or wavy. The rigid construction of the pads flattens the material
as it pulls together the seam. The pads are made of UHMW with a
round rubber gasket for a seal. They are available for use with
compressed air, a vacuum pump or can be used with both. We
are packaging these cups in several ways:

#80865

$340.00

First set of cups, tool
box and Venturi vacuum generator

#80867

$220.00

Add on set of cups

#8083

$519.00

Two sets of cups, tool
box and Venturi

#80866

$554.00

First set of cups, tool
box and Vacuum Pump-110 Volt

#80867

$220.00

Add on set of cups

#8084

$734.00

Two sets of cups, tool box and
Vacuum Pump

#80868

$834.00

$1,104.00

TOM SAYS:
The Venturi
generator requires
75# psi and
2.15 CFM

#2068

2" x 3⁄ 4" bit
Replacement bearing for #2270

Rigid Seaming Cups

#8086

#2268

Here’s what is included
in package #8086

Vacuum
Pump

Tool Box

Two sets
Rigid
Seaming
Cups

Venturi Vacuum Generator

This package allows you to connect
via Venturi or Vacuum Pump. It includes two sets of cups, tool box, Venturi vacuum generator
and Vacuum Pump. (Complete package pictured above)
This is the complete
#8086 package above,
plus a 31" Straight Edge
(#312531), 2" x 5⁄ 8" Insert
Bit (#2068) and ten
Inserts (#2268) bundled
together for you with a
special packaged price

#80868 (also includes
complete package
#8086 shown above)

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM
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Profile Bits
Cutting Shank Cutting Overall Price
Diameter Diameter Length Length
1. Ogee Bit

23-405
1-1/8
1/2
23-415
1-3/8
1/2
2. Solid Carbide Spiral 10-810
1/8
1/4
Shear Face Bit
10-870
1/4
1/4
3. Solid Carbide Spiral 14-300
1/2
1/2
Flush Trim Bit
12-145 Replacement Bearing
4. Plunge Bit
10-260-Dbl Fl
3/8
1/2
10-300-Sgl Fl
1/2
1/2
10-320-Dbl Fl
1/2
1/2
5. Rounding Over
22-315
3/4
1/2
Bits
22-340
1
1/2
22-360
1-1/4
1/2
22-370
1-1/2
1/2
12-145 Replacement Bearing
6. Roman Ogee Bit
23-105
1
1/2
23-115
1-3/8
1/2
7. Double Roman
23-205
1
1/2
Ogee Bit
23-215
1-3/8
1/2
8. Rounding Over
23-505
1-1/8
1/2
Cove Bit
23-515
1-3/8
1/2
9. Traditional Fillet Bit 26-225
1-1/2
1/2
26-230
1-3/4
1/2
10. Under Rounding
Over Bit
30-384 1/2 shank, 3/4 radius
11. Rounding Over Bit 30-382 1/2 shank, 3/4 radius
12-307 Replacement Bearing
12. Flush Trim Bit
14-160
1/2
1/2
12-145 Replacement Bearing
13. Chamfer Bit
16-305
1-1/4
1/2
45˚ Angle
12-145 Replacement Bearing
16-315
2-1/2
1/2
12-145 Replacement Bearing

1

1/2
11/16
1/2
3/4
1-1/4
3/4
1-1/2
2
3/8
7/16
5/8
3/4
15/32
21/32
5/8
3/4
1/2
11/16
3/4
7/8

2
7/16
1-1/16

Cutting Shank Cutting Overall Price
Diameter Diameter Length Length

2
57.25
2-1/8 61.65
2
25.75
2-1/2 27.50
3 114.40
4.50
2-1/2 20.75
3-1/8 20.70
4-1/4 27.30
1/8-R 40.25
1/4-R 39.75
3/8-R 42.00
1/2-R 45.50
4.50
5/32-R 46.65
1/4-R 47.75
2
53.85
2-1/4 58.25
2
52.30
2-1/8 55.60
1/4-R 83.60
3/8-R 88.00

14. Baldwin
15. Hillside
16. Bayside
17. Belmont
18. Hampton
19. Clifton
20. Hamilton
21. Hanover
22. Baxter
23. Butler
24. Hamlet
25. Bentley
26. Hamburg
27. Manor
28. Beverly
29. Boswell
30. Bangor
31. Brooks
32. Hialeah
33. Spanish

136.00

36. Hillcrest
37. N. Ocean
38. Monarch
39. Glendale

88.00
36.20
4.50
37.40
4.50
116.60
4.50

34. Olympia
35. Oakdale

40. No Drip Edge Bit
41. No Drip Edge Bit

60-102
60-103
60-104
60-106
60-108
60-113
60-114
60-115
60-116
60-117
60-118
60-125
60-126
60-127
60-128
60-129
60-130
60-131
60-133
60-134
12-145
60-110
60-120
12-160
60-109
60-122
60-132
60-135
12-340
30-102
12-340
30-115

2-5/8
1/2
1
200.00
2-3/4
1/2
1-1/4
245.00
3
1/2
1-3/8
255.00
2-1/4
1/2
1-1/4
190.00
2-1/2
1/2
1-1/4
180.00
2-1/2
1/2
1-3/4
200.00
3
1/2
1-1/8
255.00
3-1/8
1/2
1
255.00
2-1/2
1/2
7/8
210.00
2-1/2
1/2
1-3/16
210.00
1-11/16
1/2
3/4
160.00
2
1/2
1-1/8
200.00
1-3/4
1/2
1/2
160.00
2-1/4
1/2
1
187.00
1-3/4
1/2
1-1/4
195.00
1-1/2
1/2
3/4
185.00
2-1/2
1/2
1-1/4
195.00
2
1/2
7/8
160.00
1-3/4
1/2
1-1/4
170.00
1-3/4
1/2
5/8
175.00
Replacement Bearing for #14-#33 above 4.00
1-1/2
1/2
2
210.00
1-1/2
1/2
2
210.00
Replacement Bearing for #34 & #35 above 5.00
2-3/4
1/2
1-5/8
205.00
1-3/8
1/2
3/4
145.00
2-1/2
1/2
1-1/8
200.00
1-5/16
1/2
1-1/16
175.00
Replacement Bearing for #36-#39 above 20.00
For 1/2" thick Solid Surface
92.20
Replacement Vel-vet Bearing Guide
20.00
For 1/2" thick Solid Surface
92.20

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

D
C

A

41
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42. Vanity Rounding
Over Undermount
Bowl Bit
43. Kitchen Rounding
& Over Undermount
44. Bowl Bit
45. 10˚ Bevel undermount Bowl Bit
46. 12˚ Bevel Undermount Bowl Bit
47. Rounding Over
Bowl Bit
48. Wing Bowl
Cutout Bit

30-140
30-145
12-510
30-150
30-155
30-160
12-515
30-170
12-515
30-180
12-525
30-139
30-144
12-485
30-465

1/2" radius for 1/2" thick CORIAN®
1/2" radius for 3/4" thick CORIAN®
Replacement Vel-vet Bearing Guide
For 1/2" thick CORIAN®–3/8" radius
For 1/2" thick CORIAN®–1/2" radius
For 3/4" thick CORIAN®–1/2" radius
Replacement Vel-vet Bearing Guide
For up to 3/4" CORIAN®
Replacement Vel-vet Bearing Guide
For 1/2" or 3/4" thick CORIAN®
Replacement Vel-vet Bearing Guide
For 1/2" thick Formica
For 3/4" thick Formica
Replacement Vel-vet Bearing Guide
For bowl removal

010139 Plastic Collar
010138 Replacement Bearing Guide

130.00
132.00
21.00
136.00
137.00
140.00
26.00
112.00
26.00
109.00
21.00
118.00
118.00
21.00
150.00
11.00
15.00

49. Sink Trim Bit
50. Montauk
51. Hampton
52. Hanover
53. Brooks
54. Vanity Rounding
Over Undermount
Bowl Bit

30-245
12-395
61-105
61-108
61-115
61-131
12-515
30-133

12-495
55. Kitchen Rounding 30-324
Over Undermount
Bowl Bit
12-324
56. Vanity Rounding 30-153
Over Bit
12-525
57. Kitchen Rounding 30-786
Over Bit
12-515

For 1/2" or 3/4" thick CORIAN®
Replacement Vel-vet Bearing Guide
For 1/2" thick Solid Surface
For 1/2" thick Solid Surface
For 1/2" thick Solid Surface
For 1/2" thick Solid Surface
Replacement Bearing for #48-#51 above
1/2" radius for 1/2" thick WILSONART

55.50
21.00
210.00
175.00
265.00
195.00
26.00
132.00

Replacement Vel-vet Bearing Guide
21.00
1/2" radius for 1/2" thick WILSONART 130.00
Replacement Vel-vet Bearing Guide
For LG Vanity Bowls
Replacement Vel-vet Bearing Guide
For LG Kitchen Bowls
Replacement Vel-vet Bearing Guide

22.00
133.00
21.00
140.00
26.00

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

Profile Base – NEW!
The 3"opening is perfect for profile bits with bearings.
The handle gives greater control!

Profile Base

#890

$48.00

Air-Glide Router Base
Get precise control, better consistency and a superior finish.

#2900

This exciting new accessory provides you with a new level
of control and feel for your router. With it, your router
rides on a cushion of air, eliminating base friction. You’ll
get better control when you rout by the resistance of the
cutting bit alone. Scratching and operator effort is dramatically reduced while accuracy is increased.
■

Optional sub-bases

Air-Glide
Air-Glide
Air-Glide
Air-Glide

Comes complete with all necessary mounting hardware, standard 13⁄ 16" hole phenolic subbase, air valve, and 10-foot supply hose
■ Mounts directly to the following routers: Porter Cable (with 6" or 7" diameter base); Bosch
1617 series, 1618 series, RP1101; Makita RD1101, RF1101, RP1101; Milwaukee 56 series;
Dewalt DW6 series
■ May be drilled to fit other routers; additional sub-bases available

Router Base Kit
Sub-Base, 25⁄ 8" inside dia.
Sub-Base, 15⁄ 8" inside dia.
Sub-Base, 13⁄ 16" inside dia.

#2900
#2905
#2906
#2907

$149.00
$29.00
$29.00
$29.00

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM
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Bowl Bits
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Cooktop Undercut Router Bit
1⁄ 8" Radius

Solid Surface
Saw Blades

This bit is used to radius the
sharp edge around the bottom
of the cooktop cutout.

10" Triple chip. 40 tooth, 20° hook.
5⁄ 8"

Arbor #43700 $108.00
1" Arbor #43701 $108.00

Undercut Router Bit
#43699
$84.00

Sink Hole Cut-out Tool
The safest, fastest way to cut solid surface countertop for undermount sinks—without templates!
■ Works for any size or shape of sink
■ Guide bearing isn’t connected to bit, so

there’s no chance
of the bearing failing at high RPM and damaging sink
■ Ideal for sinks of any material (solid surface, stainless
steel, cast iron etc.)
■ Following arm pivots on large ball bearing, so there’s no
need to rotate the router during the cut
■ Mounts directly to all Porter Cable routers with 7" base
■ Comes with three different guide bearings

Sink Hole Cut-out Tool #2800 $249.00
Replacement bearings (#12-280, 12-281, 12-282) $18.00 each

Sink Pro Undermount Sink Clamping System
6 Pak (for vanity bowls)
#2700
$229.00
12 Pak (for double bowls)
#2705
$399.00

Easy to use—simply hot-melt the clamps around the perimeter of the sink and tighten the hold-down rods to the flange of the sink.
To remove them, tighten the small release rod.

Dynabrade 3.5-inch Air Random Orbital
Sander (Dynorbital Supreme)
We’ve been using this little 31⁄ 2-inch 12,000 RPM Dynabrade Sander in our fabrication
shop for years—it’s perfect for sanding sinks and coved backsplashes.
■

Uses Stick It paper

Dynabrade 3.5" Sander w/Stick It Soft Pad
Replacement Stick It Soft Pad (3.5")
Stick It Paper, roll of 100 (220 and 180 grit)

#5301
#1035

#5300 $234.00
$ 30.00
$ 32.00

For more information on paper and sanding steps, see page 28.
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Sink and Cooktop Cutout Template
with radius corner attachment
A convenient square to get your interior cutouts right
the first time, every time. Attach a pair of Power Grips
to the rods on each corner of the template … you can
secure it in places
1 ⁄ " radius
corner
clamps won’t work.
12

■

Adjusts from 9" square
to 371⁄ 2" x 271⁄ 2"
■ Use the 90º corner for
cooktops or the radius
attachment for sinks
■ As part of the Pinske system of tools, it’s designed to be used with a 5⁄ 8" or 3⁄ 4"
Template Guide on your router

Sink and Cooktop Cutout Template

#31520

$329.00

A TIP FROM TOM

For an even better job…
■
■

Upscale your kitchen with Hot Rods (page 38)
Be sure to use Heat Tape (page 42)

Attach a Power Grip
to the cutout piece to
prevent it from falling
into the cabinet.

Dishwasher Mounting Block Jig
Installing the dishwasher under that new solid surface
countertop should be the least of your hassles, and it is
with this Mounting Block Jig. This attachment quickly
and accurately notches out space for standard-size wood
mounting blocks. It’s a real time saver in the field.

Mounting Block Jig

#1705

$65.00

Shower Drain Package
Cut your time in half!
Package is comprised of two phenolic
plates and a bit that allows you to make
one pass cutting both the hole and the
recessed area for your Shower Drain.
(31⁄ 4 HP router recommended)

Shower Drain Package
#8800
$295.00

Also check out…
■

Sink Vacuum Clamp (page 25)

■

Sink Removal Machine (page 41)

We also offer custom fabrication
of shower pans … see page 44
for details.

Replacement Shower
Drain Bit — 2 Flute
#42800
$190.00
TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM
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Adjustable Shaper Fence System

Steps in shaping a scribe

An easy way to machine precision-sized narrow
strips … and always perfectly parallel edges!
■
■

Fence goes on the left side of the shaper
Designed to size strips to the right width for backsplashes,
aprons, windowsills, drop front edges, etc.
■ The fence clamps to a tube in the front (like your table saw
fence) and in the back to a piece of angle iron.
■ Measure indicator on fence provides accurate, precise sizing
■ Maximum strip width is 11".
Components are available individually so you can buy exactly
what you need. For the complete package, see the light blue
box below.

Shaper Insert Cutter
Straight cuts material up to 1" thick.
Available in two sizes.

#91152 $429.00
#91153 $429.00

1" Spindle
11⁄ 4" Spindle

Insert Cutter Replacements
$79.00

Glue
line

11⁄ 8" inserts (box of 10)

The Adjustable Shaper Fence System
provides an easy way to clean off the
glue and perfectly size your strips.
Also works for drop edges, windowsills,
aprons, etc. … anywhere you need a
clean, accurately sized glued edge!

Adjustable Shaper Fence
Shaper Fences are custom made to
fit your own Shaper Machine specifications.

#91138

$629.00

Extends the Shaper 6' on each side.

#91505

$259.00

Shaper Cutter
Straight cuts and puts 1⁄ 4" profile on
materials up to 1⁄ 2" thick. Great for sills.

#91162 $349.00

11⁄ 4" Spindle

One of our customers writes…

“This system produces straight, square and nicely
machined strips, which speeds production and
helps to eliminate ugly seams. It’s another great
—Alan Colquhoun (Turlock, CA)
Pinske ‘guy toy’.”

Complete Adjustable Fence
Shaper Package
Single phase
3 phase

#91610
#91600

Includes everything you need!
■ 5HP Shaper (1 or 3 phase)
■ Power Feeder (1 or 3 phase)
■ Table Extensions
■ Adjustable Shaper Fence
■ Shaper Insert Cutter #91153
■ Shaper Inserts (box of 10)
■ Shaper Set-Up ($200 value)

16

$5,710.00
$5,640.00

Final,
cleaned up
edge

Run partway
through

Table Extensions

(inserts are reversible)

#43880

Backsplash
Scribe
stick

Components of the
Shaper System:
Shaper (pink)
Feeder (blue)
Fence (yellow)
Table Extension (green)
Shaper Insert Cutter
not visible

A TIP FROM TOM
The shaper should run at 7000 rpm.

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM

Drop
edge

NEW! Shapers 5 HP, 7000 RPM PowerMatic (model

A fast, accurate method for coving backsplashes

#91501
#91503
#Labor

■

Since using the Shaper System, our own
fabrication shop has saved 70% in the
labor cost of coving splashes.

PM2700LG) Shapers will give years of service. Table size is 30" x 40".

$3,290.00
$3,290.00
$ 200.00

Single Phase
3 Phase
Shaper Set-Up

You may already have some components
of the Shaper System. We’re offering all
components individually so you can buy
exactly what you need. For the complete
package, see the light blue box below.

Power Feeders Maggi Steff Power Feeders (4 Roll, 4 Speed)

Visit our web site to view a Power Point
Presentation and see how your company
can profit with coved backsplashes!

(*special durometer wheels for solid surface)

available in either Single or 3 Phase. Specify voltage.

#91131
#91133
#91135

$1,449.00
$1,379.00
$ 149.00

Single Phase
3 Phase
Power Feeder Wheel Kit*

Shaper Fences Custom made to fit your own Shaper.
#91139 $ 299.00
Dust Collector Boot for Cove Shapers
Bolts directly to back of Cove Shaper Fence.

#91140

$

!

N EW

79.00
Shaper Cutters

Cuts 3⁄ 8" radius. Available in two sizes.

#91142
#91143

$795.00
$745.00

1" spindle
11⁄ 4" spindle

Shaper Insert Cutters with Inserts
Cuts 3⁄ 8" radius. Available in two sizes.

#91172
#91173
Components of the
Shaper System:
Shaper (pink)
Feeder (blue)
Fence (yellow)
Table Extension (green)
Shaper Cutter not visible;
see photo above right

$1,499.00
$1,499.00

1" spindle
11⁄ 4" spindle

Insert Cutter Replacements
#5295
$ 89.00
Profile inserts (box of 4)
#5298
$ 39.00
Straight inserts (box of 10)
#012596 $
2.90
Replacement Screw (each)
Table Extensions Extends the Shaper 6' on each side.
#91505 $ 259.00

Complete Shaper Package
A TIP FROM TOM
Run the Power Feeder at 12 feet per minute.
One of our customers writes…

“Since using the Pinske Edge Coving System, our
production has increased 10-fold. We can put out
product much quicker, with a better-quality
product. It has cut labor immeasureably. We can
now offer cove backsplashes at a price the customer can afford.”
—Brett Bolejack and Sissy McMillen, Prairie Stone Ind.
(Cheyenne, WY)

Single phase
3 phase

#91510
#91500

Includes everything you need!
■ 12' Cove Backsplash Jig
■ 12' Stand
■ Rabbet Base w/Fence #820
■ Rabbet Insert Bit #43693
■ Rabbet Inserts (box of 10)
■ Adjustable Wood Clamps (70)
■ 3" Spring Clamps (24)
■ J&L Clamp Kit (30 pieces)

$8,699.00
$8,549.00
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

5 HP Shaper (1 or 3 phase)
Power Feeder (1 or 3 phase)
Table Extensions
Shaper Set-Up ($200 value)
Rabbet Stop
Shaper Fence
Shaper Cutter #91143
Dust Boot #91140

Upgrade the package to use the Insert Cutter, extra
inserts and Shaper Wheels for an additional $1,000.00

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM
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The Shaper Coving System
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Rabbeting Solutions

Scribe

Our Rabbet Base screws onto your router and allows
you to cut perfect rabbets. With our Rabbet Base with
Fence (#820) it’s
no longer necessary to measure… the fence
ensures accurate
measurement!
For long cutting
life, our Insert
Rabbet Bit has
replacement
edges (remember, insert edges
7 ⁄ 8" wide x 1⁄ 8" deep
are reversible, so
you get twice
the cutting time out of each insert).

Backsplash

Cove Stick

Coving Routers
This is a 31⁄ 4 HP Porter Cable Coving Router with the #43697 Bit. The
Bit cuts a 3⁄ 8" radius; 1⁄ 2" shank. Time-saving new design removes
excess glue from your cove. We are also offering the Coving Router
with Dust Extractor and Air Glide.

Coving Router
Coving Router w/Dust Extractor
Cove Router with Air Glide
Cove Router with Air Glide
and Dust Extractor
Replacement Bit

(31⁄ 4 HP router recommended)

Rabbet Base with Fence
#820
$46.00
#91146

Insert Rabbet Bit

#91146 $799.00
#91148 $899.00
#91145 $899.00
#91150 $999.00
#43697 $ 89.00

#91145

11⁄ 4" Diameter, 1⁄ 2" Shank

#43693

$119.00

1⁄ 2"

Inserts (Box of 10)
#43690
$45.00
#43697

#91148

Dynabrade 5-inch Air Random Orbital Sander
(Dynorbital Supreme)
■

#5555

12,000 RPM

■

Uses Hook It paper

Dynabrade 5" Sander w/Hook It Medium Pad #5555

$234.00

Replacement Medium Hook It Pad (5")
Replacement Radius* Hook It Pad (5")
*Use this Radius Pad for sanding coved backsplashes
Hook It Scalloped Paper (5") 100, 80, 60 micron
Scotchbrite Scalloped Pad (5", maroon)

$ 20.00
$ 26.25

#5501
#5502
#5500
#5500M

Scribe Relief Bit and Base
If you use coved backsplashes, you know you’ll have to remove some of the material on
the back of the backsplash to allow it to fit tightly to a less-than-perfect wall. Our Scribe
Relief Bit and Base allows you to do this quickly and easily … no more tedious on-site
sanding to get the backsplash to fit snugly against the wall! The bit takes an angled wedge
off the bottom edge of the backsplash scribe, in one pass.

Scribe Relief Base
Scribe Relief Bit
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#870
#16-306

$46.00
$150.00

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM

$
$

1.09
1.40

Rails

Cove Jig
Stand

This shows the 12’ Stand (with Rails).
This setup is extremely versatile in your shop.

This shows the Cove Backsplash Jig on the 12’ Stand (sold
at left). The clamps shown are not included; see page 24.

12' Stand (with Rails)

12' Cove Backsplash Jig

Work smart! This versatile stand has multiple
uses, and makes life easier around the shop.

A one step process for assembling a backsplash!

■

The 12' Stand is an easy and affordable way to store and use
your Cove Backsplash Jig (at right).
■ Place your Edge Buildup Air Clamp (shown below, right) in
the center of the stand, and you’ve got room on both sides for
sanding, cleaning and applying glue to your strips.
■ Features a 12' rail on each side to prepare your pieces prior to
gluing and also provides for clamp storage.
■ Wheel casters allow for movement around your shop.
Cove
Backsplash
Jig

12' Stand (with Rails)
#91144S
$389.00
At right, the 12' Stand is shown
with both the Air Clamp and the
Cove Backsplash Jig.

Stand
with Rails
Air
Clamp

Complete Cove Package
#91301

$3,623.00

Includes everything you need!
■ 12' Cove Backsplash Jig
■ 12' Stand
■ Coving Router and Bit
(#91146)
■ Extra bit (#43697)
■ Rabbet Base with fence
(#820)
■ Rabbet Insert Bit
(#43693)

■

Rabbet Inserts–box of
10 (#43690)
■ Adjustable Wood
Clamps (70)
■ 3" Spring Clamps (24)
■ J&L Clamp Kit (30
pieces)
■ Rabbet Stop (#91141)

Save time and add profit to any fabrication business. Our
Backsplash Jig lets you clamp the coving stick and splash. They
go together quickly and automatically align.
■

Our Cove Jig features a special spring clamp attached to the
bottom of the jig to hold the 1⁄ 2" x 15⁄ 16" cove stick to the
milled out dado on the jig (the 12' Jig has twelve clamps).
■ The jig’s length lets you set up several splashes at once.
■ Since every piece is perfectly square, you have less trouble
routing the cove radius and save time sanding.

12' Cove Backsplash Jig
#91144N $749.000

12' Edge
Buildup Air
Clamp
Save time and effort—no
more hand clamping.
Simply connect to an air
supply and glue your edge
buildup evenly and quickly.
Eliminates any chance of
the glue line showing.

Air Clamp

Stand

This shows the Air Clamp on
the 12’ Stand (sold above, left).

■

Glue 24' of 2" edge, or 48' of 1" edge—all at once!

■

We can customize this jig for other buildup widths

Note: Do not exceed 80 psi.

12' Edge Buildup Air Clamp
#50144
$875.00

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM
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3" Spring & Wood Clamps sold
separately (see page 24)
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Professional Convection Thermoforming Oven
When you can let your imagination fly, you put yourself
ahead of the competition
Thermoforming—the process of heating and bending solid surface materials
—is the cutting edge of solid surface fabrication. Don’t limit your imagination
or capabilities to flat surfaces. With the Thermoforming Oven you can bend
sheets to cover a column, fit a wet wall, make a unique table base or decorative
edging. Whatever you can imagine—you can do!

Professional Thermoforming Oven
features:
■
■
■
■

A TIP FROM TOM
Point and shoot!
Use our new thermometer
gun (below) to check your
material temperature.
Heat to 275°–280° for
best results.

Examples of what you can do with a Thermoforming Oven
Left, top: A thermoformed sheet of solid
surface material being bent on forms. Left,
bottom: A sloped shower pan. See the back
cover for more exciting projects that were made
possible with the Thermoforming Oven!

One of our customers writes…

“The oven purchase has opened up a whole
new market for my business and given me
the competitive edge with unlimited design
potential. Additionally, the financial benefit
has proven to be substantial enough to pay
for the unit with the first project.”
—Richard Shutterly, Richard Shutterly Designs, Inc.
—(McIntosh, FL)

We’ve had many requests for a larger thermoforming oven.
Useable space 71⁄ 2" H x 38" W x 132" L
Two doors for easy access
220 volts single phase
Two 50-amp electric hookups—15,540 watts
Sits on wheeled cart base
Six heating elements
No assembly required. Availability is
4 to 6 weeks.

Larger Thermoforming Oven
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#48132-38

Professional Convection
Thermoforming Oven
#48109 $6,795.00

Accessories
NEW! Thermoforming Gloves
#GLOVES $24.98
13" durable suede cowhide leather design
for dexterity.

NEW! Digital Infrared
Thermometer
#4000 $89.00

Larger Thermoforming Oven
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Useable space 71⁄ 2" H x 38" W x 100" L
Exterior 16 gauge galvanized steel
Interior 26 gauge galvanized steel
109" long x 42" wide x 21" high (door
opening 13" x 106")
■ 1" Rockwool insulation
■ Riveted construction
■ Cal rod resistance heating elements
(two on top and two on the bottom)
■ Thermostat range 1°–550°F
■ Convection heat
■ Automatic shut-off timer
■ 6/3 SO cord and plug
■ 220 volts single phase
■ 50 amps 10,340 watts
■ Heat indicator light
■ Working height 45"; weight 1300 lbs.

With laser sighting.

#GLOVES

$9,970.00

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM

#4000
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Industrial Strip Oven

Works with
material
up to 130"
long!

Lets you heat a strip that is 12" x 6" x 130." This
compact oven allows access from both ends, and has
a wheeled cart base so it’s easy to move around your
shop. Perfect for strips of solid surface materials,
laminates, PVC, vinyls and acrylics.
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Usable space: 12"W x 6"H x 130"L; working height 40"
Exterior 16 gauge, interior 26 gauge galvanized steel
Sits on wheeled cart base
Riveted construction
1" Rockwool insulation
Auto shut-off timer, heat indicator light
Cal Rod resistance heating element; thermostat range 1–500°F
■ 220 volts single phase, 20 amps

Industrial Strip Oven

#48133

Festool OF 2200 Router
The OF 2200 Router is
31⁄ 4 HP that weighs in at
17 lbs. Change bits in a flash
with the new ratcheting
collet. The new chip catcher
helps you work super clean
for near-total dust extraction when used with a dust
extractor.

$3,495.00
Buy with
a dust extractor
and get a package
discount! See page
30 for details.

Festool OF 2200 EB
574277 - $800.00

Festool Cordless Drill
The Festool C12 is the lightest 12V drill on the market
and the first cordless drill
with a brushless motor.
Includes: LC 45 Charger; 2
NiCD batteries FastFix® keyless chuck, right angle chuck
and eccentric chuck;
Centrotec® starter set; in
Systainer 1.

Festool Cordless Drill

Festool Plunge Cut Saws

$ 470.00

Time is the most
important cost factor.

Festool brings panel saw precision to a portable circular saw.
Festool Plunge Cut Saws deliver the precision of bench or stationary tools with the versatility and portability of traditional
circular saws. The guide rail and splinterguard ensure that cuts
are as straight as they are splinter free.
On the Festool TS 55 EQ and TS 75 EQ, the saw blade and riving knife retract into the housing, unlike conventional saws,
where the glade guard retracts instead of the blade, which means
greater safety. Both Saws include: 1 High Quality carbide blade,
55" Guide Rail, Limit Stop, Plug-it cord, in
Systainer 5.

PC1213S

Here’s a look at how the
total costs break down for
owning a tool:*
Consumables
12%

#561188
Purchase
costs 15%

Labor costs
48%

#561174

Festool Circular Saw TS 55 EQ-Plus
#561174
$500.00
Festool Circular Saw TS 75 EQ-Plus
#561188
$625.00
Buy with
a dust extractor
and get a package
discount! See page
30 for details.

Set-up costs
25%

Don’t be penny-wise and
pound foolish! It pays to
buy quality tools!

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM

*Source: Festool
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CNC Router Insert Bits and Supplies
NEW!

CNC
Router
Insert Bits
Insert tooling has been
around for years, but has recently increased in ease of use and
accuracy. These tools have interchangeable Backers and Inserts
so that you can use the same Tool Post (holder) for many profiles. The Tool Post is perfectly balanced to insure a very clean
cut – Now you won’t have to sand your profile edges!

Tool Post
Tool Backer
Tool Insert

3/8" Rougher Bit* #67-205
1/4" Rougher Bit* #67-211

$ 75.00
$ 75.00

*Cuts 1000 ipm (inches per minute) at 24,000 rpm

Advantages of insert tooling are…
■ Longer life
■ Better cut quality
■ Consistency from one
tool change to the next
■ Profile remains constant
Tool Insert
■ No downtime sending out
for sharpening
■ One tool post can be used
Tool Backer

Ask about our rougher
bit for cutting MDF

CNC Locator Bracket Post & Pin

Tool Post

#70-100
$ 630.00
#71-XXX(2 per post) Call for price
#72-XXX(2 per post) Call for price

Are you having trouble accurately
locating parts on your router—
especially reintroducing your tops
for profiling edges? This is your
answer. The brackets are easily
mounted to the side of your
router bed and can be placed in any location to accommodate all
sizes and shapes of tops. We’re reintroducing all of our own tops
now—and we’ve eliminated all sanding of our profile edges. If
you want to know more, just give us a call.

Bracket Post
Bracket Pin

#7601 $28.75
#7602 $19.95

Details of edge profiles

Larger profile details can be faxed upon request
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TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM

Vertical Seaming Table

Save floor space … work vertically!

CLAMPING
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Think of all those jobs that require you to piece
together both an L- or U-shaped countertop
and an island … now you can do them at the
same time so you’re ready for the install more
quickly! Or, work on two large jobs at once
… with the Vertical Seaming Table, you’ll
have the room you need. You can also sand
the glue off the face of the tops while the
sheets are still on the Seaming Table.

e!

Features 16 Rigid Seaming Cups that run
sid
er
p
on a continuous vacuum.
s
cup
■ Footprint is 16'L x 4'W x 9'H.
8
es
■ Eight cups on each side are easy to position
tur
a
e
F
in any direction (vertical, horizontal, 45
degree angle) and easy to secure and retract out of the way when not in use. These cups perfectly
align the face side of your sheets.
■ Handles an L-shaped or U-shaped countertop up to 12' x 7'9" in size.
■ Maximizes space and productivity for the smaller shop. It’s
One of our customers writes…
also a perfect addition to the larger shop; for example, you
“We bought one and liked it so much we bought a
could have one worker gluing seams all day long while using
second one. We have a small facility and it doubles
only 64 square feet of valuable floor space. This way, each
person can concentrate on one phase of the job, minimizing
our capacity. A great investment.”
costly errors.
—Nathan Sullivan, Fabco of Charleston, Inc. (Charleston, SC)
■

#6900

$7,995.00

Power Grips

NOTE: Call for details on one-sided-only table

There’s no better way to grab and hold solid surface material than with Power Grips!

Power Grips plus a Turnbuckle
make seaming a breeze. Just
place a Power Grip on each side
of a seam, attach the turnbuckle
and tighten gently. When the
seam is set, simply remove the
grips. There’s no lengthy seam
preparation or clean up.
■
■

The powerful suction grabs hold of solid surface material.
Our bracket-and-turnbuckle system draws material together
tightly, making seaming quick and sure.

■

Soft rubber material ensures that you’ll never scratch or mar
the material.
■ Easy to attach and remove.

Power Grips with Brackets & Turnbuckle Set of two Power Grips with carrying case, brackets & turnbuckle
#8087
$295.00/pair
■
■
■

Secure straight edges or templates where clamps won’t work (photos at left)
Use to carry whole sheets of solid-surface material (see page 33)
Take a look at page 15 to see how well Power Grips work in the field with the
Sink and Cooktop Cutout Template.

Power Grips alone (without bracket & turnbuckle) are also a versatile shop helper.
Power Grips Set of two Power Grips with carrying case

#8088

$148.00/pair

(see photos page 6)

More options for your Power Grips…
■

Power Grip Cleaner (page 42)

■

Power Grip Reconditioning (page 6)

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM
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Adjustable Wood Clamp

Quick Clamp

Spring Clamps

It’s easy to overlook the importance of a familiar tool,
but look again at this Adjustable Wood Clamp. It
adjusts from 0-8" and gives you the finer touch needed
when clamping sensitive seams (like backsplashes).
You’ll appreciate the
extra control this wellcrafted and versatile
clamp gives you in
critical spots.

NEW! Use the Quick
Clamp for clamping your
seam support strap.

A basic necessity in the shop and field.

#233

#233

#208

$11.00

2" Spring Clamp #202 $3.25
3" Spring Clamp #203 $7.35
#202

#208

$16.95

J
L

J&L Clamps

#207

Jorgensen Clamps

J&L clamps eliminate clamping
from the front of the countertop and solve the problem of clamping by the sink.

30 piece kit
(25 J’s & 5 L’s)
#207
$306.00

6" Clamp
12" Clamp
30" Clamp
36" Clamp

J Clamp
#205 $11.00 each
L Clamp
#206 $13.00 each

#3706
#3712
#3730
#3736

$ 9.50
$10.50
$12.99
$13.99

Here’s another great idea …
■

The Clamp Cart (page 44) is the perfect solution for holding your clamps and keeping them handy.

Pinske Pucks
Secure small, hard-to-hold pieces of material for routing, sanding or whatever with Pinske Pucks!
These donut-shaped pucks attach to
an air supply and are perfect for
securing small pieces of solid surface
in difficult-to-hold spots for sanding, routing, etc. This is a great solution to clamping problems and is
perfect for repetitious work. Two to
six pucks can be used with one air
supply. The pucks come in two sizes
and are available with Venturi
Generator or a Vacuum Pump.

Set
Set
Set
Set
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of
of
of
of

six
six
six
six

33⁄ 4" pucks with Venturi Generator
33⁄ 4" pucks with Vacuum Pump
71⁄ 4" pucks with Venturi Generator
71⁄ 4" pucks with Vacuum Pump

#2500
#2505
#2600
#2605

$395.00
$559.00
$525.00
$689.00

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM

Rigid Seaming Cups

#80865

$340.00

First set of cups, tool
box and Venturi vacuum generator

#80867

$220.00

Add on set of cups

#8083

$519.00

Two sets of cups, tool
box and Venturi

#80866

$554.00

First set of cups, tool
box and Vacuum Pump-110 Volt

#80867

$220.00

Add on set of cups

#8084

$734.00

Two sets of cups, tool box and
Vacuum Pump

#8086

#80868

$834.00

$1,104.00

TOM SAYS:
The Venturi
generator requires
75# psi and
2.15 CFM

Here’s what is included
in package #8086

Vacuum
Pump

CLAMPING
& JOINING

Rigid Seaming Cups work great for pulling seams together—straightcut or wavy. The rigid construction of the pads flattens the material
as it pulls together the seam. The pads are made of UHMW with a
round rubber gasket for a seal. They are available for use with
compressed air, a vacuum pump or can be used with both. We
are packaging these cups in several ways:

Tool Box

Two sets
Rigid
Seaming
Cups

Venturi Vacuum Generator

This package allows you to connect
via Venturi or Vacuum Pump. It includes two sets of cups, tool box, Venturi vacuum generator
and Vacuum Pump. (Complete package pictured above)
This is the complete
#8086 package above,
plus a 31" Straight Edge
(#312531), 2" x 5⁄ 8" Insert
Bit (#2068) and ten
Inserts (#2268) bundled
together for you with a
special packaged price.

#80868 (also includes
complete package
#8086 shown above)

Sink Vacuum Clamp
A fast and easy way of gluing up to three sinks onto your countertops at one time! No more hassles with 2x4’s, bolts and wrenches.
Simply place the vacuum fixture over the sink’s drain hole and turn
the vacuum pump on — it really is that fast and easy!
The Sink Vacuum Clamp is available either
with a vacuum pump or with a Venturi. The
regulator shown at left comes with both packages. Also included is an overhang countertop
trim bit (#30-245), drain hole plug and overflow plugs.
Note: Do not exceed 2.25" of Mercury

Sink Vacuum Clamp with Vacuum Pump-110 Volt
#80900
$515.00
Sink Vacuum Clamp with Venturi
#80901
$375.00
Sink Vacuum Clamp with Bit Only
#80900C $320.00

Vacuum Pump
(with #80900)

Venturi
(with #80901)

LEFT: Drain hole plug,
overflow plugs and overhang
countertop trim bit included
in both packages

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM
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Quad Master Sander
Save sanding time … get better results!
This 15-inch random orbital sander features four 6-inch disks.
Here are some highlights:

Angled connector
to dust extractor
provides natural flow

SANDING
& FINISHING

■
■

Hydro pad
Works on almost any horizontal surface.
Hooks up to any shop vacuum for dry sanding (no vacuum
is used for wet sanding).
■ The dry sanding pads have venting channels that
quickly channel the dust to the vacuum
chamber on the shroud.
■ The connector to the dust extractor is specially
angled to provide a natural flow, increasing
efficiency and providing better dust control.
■ There are only three moving parts in the lower assembly, so it’s quieter
and has little vibration. It’s also easy to replace the main bearing if necessary.
■ All parts are made in the USA and
are in stock at The Pinske Edge.
■ Includes a full one-year warranty
on the drive components.
■ The Quad Master Sander comes
with one 15" pad that uses four
standard 6" disks; choose from
the styles as listed below.

Venting channels
move dust to
vacuum chamber

Weight – 411⁄ 4 lbs.
Height – 151⁄ 2"
Motor – 1 HP, 2650 RPM
Pad Speed – 130 RPM
Random Orbit Stroke Size – 3⁄ 4"
Voltage – Choose 110V or 220V

Quad Master bottom

Quad Master Sander #5710 $1,995.00
One of our customers writes…

“In regard to the Quad Master Sander–In a word: Grrrrreat! Easy to use,
cuts sanding time way down and turns out a better product!”
—Eddie Kupec, Dream Maker Bath & Kitchen (Lufkin, TX)

Sanding Disks and Pads for Quad Master Sander—6 inch (8 holes)
Hook It Micron Disks (6")
Hook It Grit Disks (6")
Trizact Paper (6")
Hook It Pad (15")
Hydro Pad (15")
Scuff & Buff (6")
Scuff & Buff (6")
Scuff & Buff (6")

#1050
#1069
#1056
#5716
#5717
#1054M
#1054W
#1054G

$ 1.07 each
$
.53 each
$ 3.05 each
$ 119.00 each
$ 119.00 each
$ 1.50 each
$ 1.50 each
$ 1.50 each

A Real-Life Comparison of Sanding Times

100, 80, 60, 40, 30 or 15 Micron
320, 240, 150 grit
Green, blue or orange; no holes
For dry sanding with Hook It paper
For wet sanding with Trizact paper; no holes
Maroon
White
Gray

1 hour

2 hours

3 hours

We decided to compare the Quad Master Sander with a 6-inch sander,
to see how much time we could save. We worked on a
40-foot-square countertop, and sanded it to a final matte finish. Here
are the steps we took:

Sanding time with standard 6-inch sander

■
■
■

The Quad Master Sander is 6 times faster!

Two passes with an 80-micron disk on the pad
Two passes with a 60-micron disk on the pad
Two passes with a maroon Scuff and Buff disk on the pad

Sanding time with Pinske Edge Quad Master Sander

Using a standard 6-inch sander, this finishing job took three hours. With the Pinske Edge Quad Master Sander, total time was
reduced to just 27 minutes … six times faster than the 6-inch sander! Plus, the countertop we sanded with the Quad Master
Sander has a more consistent, professional-looking surface. The job was also easier because we didn’t have to fight the vibrations
of the 6-inch sander. With all these features, you can see why we believe that the Pinske Edge Quad Master Sander is the most
user-friendly sander on the market today.
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TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM

Fein Random Orbital Sander with Turbo II Dust Extractor
Cut down on dust and clean-up time … in the shop and in the field!

New
Design!

Fein dust-free sanding systems are not merely a purchase, but an investment in the way you work. The Dust Extractor on these
Orbital Sanders keep your sanding surface free from grit, so you have more control over what you’re doing, plus it keeps your worksite dust-free.

6" Disk/7500 RPM w/Turbo II #380X $834.00
8" Disk/7000 RPM w/Turbo II #380M $1,129.00

Turbo II w/Filter Bag Kit #380EXT
$399.00
6" Sander
#380XSNDR $455.00
8" Sander
#380MSNDR $758.00

Sanding Disks and Pads for Fein Random Orbital Sander—6 inch (8 holes)
Hook It Micron Disks (6")
100 Grit Red Disk (6")
Scuff & Buff (6")
Scuff & Buff (6")
Scuff & Buff (6")
Trizact Paper (6")
6" Replacement Sanding Pad—Soft
6" Replacement Sanding Pad—Medium
6" Velcro Pad

#1050
#1051
#1054M
#1054W
#1054G
#1056
#1052
#1053M
#380V

$ 1.07 each
$ 2.75 each
$ 1.50 each
$ 1.50 each
$ 1.50 each
$ 3.05 each
$ 84.10 each
$ 37.10 each
$ 20.80 each

100, 80, 60, 40, 30 or 15 Micron
Maroon
White
Gray
Green, blue or orange; no holes

Sanding Disks and Pads for Fein Random Orbital Sander—8 inch (16 holes)
Hook It Micron Disks (8")
Scuff & Buff (8")
8" Replacement Sanding Pad
Conversion Pad–Hook It to Hook It II (8")

#1058
#1061
#1059
#1063

$ 1.98 each
$ 1.95 each
$ 89.00 each
$ 10.50 each

#1010
#1012
#1011
#1013
#1014
#1015
#1016
#1017

$ 17.00 each
$ 68.40 each
$ 7.96 each
$ 5.40 each
$ 3.00 each
$ 30.00 each
$ 99.30 each
$ 44.40 each

100, 80, 60, 40, 30 or 15 Micron
Maroon or white
No holes

Fein Dust Extractor Accessories
Turbo I Dust Extractor Paper Bag
Turbo II Dust Extractor Cloth Bag
Turbo II Dust Extractor Paper Bag
Turbo II Dust Extractor Turn Screw
Turbo II Dust Extractor Flange
Turbo II 1.0 Microfilter
Turbo II 0.3 HEPA Filter
Filter Bag Kit for Turbo II

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM
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Shown above is the Fein Random Orbital Sander with 8" Disk …
it hooks up to the Turbo II Dust Extractor just like the 6" model
shown at left

Dynabrade 5-inch Air Random Orbital Sander
(Dynorbital Supreme)
■
■

SANDING
& FINISHING

#5555

12,000 RPM
Uses Hook It paper

Dynabrade 5" Sander w/Hook It Medium Pad #5555

$234.00

Replacement Medium Hook It Pad (5")
Replacement Radius* Hook It Pad (5")
*Use this Radius Pad for sanding coved backsplashes
Hook It Scalloped Paper (5") 100, 80, 60, 30, 15 micron
Scotchbrite Scalloped Pad (5", maroon)

#5501
#5502

$ 20.00
$ 26.25

#5500
#5500M

$
$

1.09
1.40

Dynabrade 3.5-inch Air Random Orbital
Sander (Dynorbital Supreme)
We’ve been using this little 31⁄ 2-inch 12,000 RPM Dynabrade Sander in our fabrication
shop for years—it’s perfect for sanding sinks and coved backsplashes.

Dynabrade 3.5" Sander w/Stick It Med Pad
Replacement Soft Stick It Pad (3.5")
Stick It Paper, roll of 100 (220 and 180 grit)

#5301
#1035

$ 30.00
$ 35.00

Dynabrade 3.5" Sander w/Hook It Soft Pad

#5400 $230.00

Replacement Soft Hook It Pad (3.5")
Replacement Radius Hook It Pad (3.5")
Hook It Scalloped Paper (3.5") 100, 80, 60 micron
Scotchbrite Scalloped Pad (3.5", maroon)

#5300
#5400

#5300 $234.00

#5401
#5402
#5400
#5400M

$22.25
$25.25
$ .46
$ 1.16
Hook It Scalloped Paper

Dry Sanding Steps for Various Finishes
Finish
Matte

Micron Paper
80, 60, Maroon Scotchbrite

Satin

80, 60, 40, White Scotchbrite

High Gloss

80, 60, 40, 30, 15, Rubbing
Compound

P Grit Paper
P150, P220, Maroon
Scotchbrite
P150, P220, P320, S400
(platin)
P150, P220, P320, S400,
S500, S1000 and higher

Use P100 or P80 Grit Paper for bad scratches and cleaning off glue
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Scotchbrite Scalloped Pad

Finishing
Comparison Chart
Micron
15
30
40
60
80
100

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM

P Grit
1200
500
320
220
180
150

GEM 11" Orbital Polisher with Hookit II
GEM’s orbital action sands, polishes and finishes with a motion like that of the human hand. This machine runs at 1700 orbits per
minute and is perfectly balanced and smooth running.

#5801

11" Orbital Polisher with Hookit II
or Hookit
#5800 $359.00
#5805 $359.00
Accessory Shroud for 11" Orbital
Polisher
#5801 $139.00
11" Orbital Polisher with Hookit II
and Dust Shroud
#5802 $498.00

SANDING
& FINISHING

#5800

#5802

Sanding Disks for GEM Orbital Polisher—11 inches
Hook It II Replacement Pad (11")
#5850
Hook It II Heavy Duty Replacement Pad
#5855
Micro Fibre Bonnet
#5860
High Pile Bonnet
#5870
Hook It II Micron Disks (11")
#1070
Trizact Paper (11")
#1071
Scotchbrite Pad (11")
#1074
Conversion Pad—Hook It II to Scotchbrite (11") #1075
Cerium Oxide (11")
#1076
Hook It Replacement Pad
#5851
Hook It II or Hook It Conv. Pad
#5852

$ 31.95 each
$ 85.00 each
$ 3.40 each
$ 4.59 each
$ 4.75 each
$ 12.95 each
$ 4.75 each
$ 21.00 each
$ 23.95 each
$ 31.95 each
$ 22.95 each

100, 80, 60, 40 or 30 micron; no holes
Green, blue or orange; no holes
Gray, maroon or white
No holes
No holes; white

Here’s a great idea to make your work easier!
Need to secure small pieces for sanding or routing? The Pinske Pucks (at
left) will help in all sorts of situations. See full information on page 24.

Keep your supplies and tools organized!
■
■

Clamp Cart (page 44)
The Organizer (page 44)

Pinske Edge Idea Corner
One of our customers writes…

Corner with brass pinstriping

“I called requesting advice and next-day delivery.
The advice was excellent and I received the order
24 hours later.”
—Mitch Glisson, First Choice Fabrication (South Fulton, TN)

Need brass for an inlay?
Give us a call.

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM
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Festool Sanding
Festool Sanders and abrasives work with the patented jetstream design: an additional hole in the center and two air ducts prevent a
vacuum forming during dust extraction. This results in less dust accumulation, reduced heat, and less clogging.

Festool 6" Sanders
The Festool RO 150 Rotex® Sander (right) changes effortlessly from coarse sanding, to
fine sanding, to polishing. Simply switch to the appropriate motion setting and you’re
ready to go.

SANDING
& FINISHING

6" RO 150 FEQ Sander (571594)

# 6000

$ 495.00

#6000

The Festool ETS 150/3 Sander (left) is a favorite for fine sanding and extra-fine sanding,
producing an excellent surface finish with a short 1/8" sanding stroke. The ETS 150/5, with
a 3/16" stroke, is a favorite for more aggressive sanding or intermediate sanding.
#6003
#6005

6" ETS 150/3 EQ Sander (571540)
6" ETS 150/5 EQ Sander (571541)

# 6003
# 6005

$ 285.00
$ 285.00

Consumables for Festool 6" Sanders*
6" Replacement Pad (493916)
6" Polishing Pad (493914)
6" Replacement Pad (486381)
6" Polishing Pad (485748)
6" Felt Soft Pad (488347)
6" Felt Hard Pad (488348)
6" Sheepskin Pad (484131)
Hook It Titan 2 Grit Disks (6")
Hook It Titan 2 Grit Disks (6")
Hook It Platin 2 Grit Disks (6")

#1030
#1028
#1031
#1032
#1026
#1027
#1029
#1080
#1080
#1090

$ 38.00
$ 25.50
$ 40.00
$ 21.50
$ 29.50/Box of 5
$ 27.00/Box of 5
$ 16.00
$ 27.00/Box of 50
$ 48.50/Box of 100
$ 53.50/Box of 15

Fast Fix for 6" RO 150 FEQ
Fast Fix for 6" RO 150 FEQ
Stick Fix for 6" ETS 150
Stick Fix for 6" ETS 150

P80 grit
P100, 120, 150, 220, 280, 320 grit
S400, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000 grit

*Additional accessories available

See page 28 for finishing info

Festool 5" Sander
The 5" Festool RO 125 FEQ Sander gives you everything the 150 Rotex® has to offer in a
smaller, lighter package.

5" RO 125 FEQ Sander (571536) #6010

$395.00

#6010

Consumables for Festool 5" Sanders*
5" Interface Pad (492271)
Hook It Titan 2 Grit Disks (5")

#1025
#1020

$ 17.50
$ 44.00/Box of 100

P320, P220, P150 grit

*Additional accessories available

Buy any of our Festool tools and a Festool Dust Extractor—get a package discount!
Here’s how it works. Buy a Festool Dust Extractor from page 31, and a Festool sander, router or saw from this catalog
(pages 21, 30 and 31). Add both prices together, then subtract your Package Discount as follows.
■

Buy a Festool CT MIDI Dust Extractor with a Festool sander, router or saw from this catalog—save $38.00
Buy a Festool CT 22 Dust Extractor with a Festool sander, router or saw from this catalog—save $49.00
■ Buy a Festool CT 33 Dust Extractor with a Festool sander, router or saw from this catalog—save $56.00
■
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LS 130 FEQ Sander
This Duplex LS 130 FEQ makes detail sanding faster, easier, and cleaner. Rebates, edges, and
profiles can only be sanded by a linear motion – back and forth.

LS 130 FEQ Sander

#567777

$ 340.00

#567777

Consumables for Festool LS 130 FEQ Sander*
#490160
#492851
#492854
#492857
#483582

$ 15.00/Pack of 2
$ 23.50/Box of 100
$ 23.50/Box of 100
$ 23.50/Box of 100
$ 7.50/Box of 5

P100 grit
P180 grit
P320 grit
S800 grit

SANDING
& FINISHING

LS 130 Interface Pad
Brilliant 2 Paper
Brilliant 2 Paper
Brilliant 2 Paper
Vlies Paper
*Additional accessories available

Festool Dust Extractors
Festool Dust Extractors will do a lot of things for you. They will keep the air you breathe and
your work area clean. They will save on clean-up time, ensuring that your customers are happy
when it’s necessary to work in their occupied home. Not to mention that a good dust extractor
will significantly extend the service life of your tools and consumables.

MIDI Dust Extractor (583376)*
MIDI Filter Bags (494105)

#6100
#1020

$ 395.00
$ 25.50/Box of 5

CT 22 HEPA Dust Extractor (583366)*
CT 22 Filter Bags (452970)

#6122
#1022

$ 505.00
$ 31.00/Box of 5

CT 33 HEPA Dust Extractor (583368)*
CT 33 Filter Bags (452971)

#6133
#1033

$ 580.00
$ 35.80/Box of 5

Handle (452921)
Boom Arm (492753)

#1023
#1024

$ 74.50
$ 250.00
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*Additional accessories available

#6100

#6122

#6133
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Pinske Power Stands
Arrange your work area the way you want it … in your shop and at the jobsite.
A workstation should work for you. Pinske
Power Stands are sturdy, compact and
portable, and they’re fast and simple to set
up and take down. Tom rearranges his
Power Stands for each new project, so he can
place his sheets on the workstation and leave
them there from roughcut through final
seam. The less he moves the pieces, the less
chance there is of chipped edges or other
damage. (And, if you’re like Tom, you don’t
really enjoy carrying those pieces around
more than you have to.)
■
■

321⁄ 2"H x 26"W; folds down to just 9" wide
Power Stands provide equal support along
the entire length of your material

A TIP FROM TOM
Use

15⁄ 8"

Microlam header boards on the crossbars.

MATERIAL
HANDLING

48" Rails and Power Stands
#242548
$279.00
96" Rails and Power Stands
#242596
$319.00
144" Rails and Power Stands
#2425144
$359.00

Tom really trusts his Power Stands to do the job!

Move-Eze Wheels

Power Stands only (per pair)
#242500
$249.00

Move your workstations around quickly and easily!

Now you can add additional flexibility to your Pinske Power
Stands with our Move-Eze Wheels. Use one set of Move-Eze
Wheels for each pair of Power Stands.
■

Power Stands alone (#242500)

Power Stands with
Move-Eze Wheels

Cam lift handles easily raise/lower wheels with the touch of
a toe

1 set Move-Eze Wheels
(for 1 pair of Power Stands)
#2405
$129.00
4 Wheels
2 sets Move-Eze Wheels
(for 2 pairs of Power Stands)
#2410
$233.00
8 Wheels
One of our customers writes…

“We’ve added wheels to all of our Power
Stands. Now it only takes one person to move
the job as needed—it’s fast and easy!”
Wheel
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—Ryan Lemke, Plato Custom Concepts (Plato, MN)
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Material Handling Cart

1250 pound capacity!

The Material Handling Cart allows you to move material easily around the shop, and is also perfect
for transporting your completed job right to the installation site.

■

Two-sided A-frame cart is made of 11⁄ 4" round steel tubing; powdercoated for durability. Wide base provides stability.

■

8'6" long, 44" wide and 4'6" high; accommodates full-sized sheets or
completed jobs. One side of the cart features an opening that’s large
enough (5'2" x 2'1") to allow you to place a kitchen sink in the center of
the cart; the opposite side has a center support to accommodate vanity
tops or island tops.

■

Four foam-covered support tubes at intervals on the bottom
of each side of the A-frame support up to three sheets of
material, or a finished top with a coved backsplash. Additional supports
across the inside bottom allow you to store edge build-up or off-fall.

Heavy-duty soft rubber casters make moving easy and safe. When
your fabrication job is complete, simply load the tops onto the
cart, wheel it into your van and secure it with the built-in slotted
tab…you’re ready to deliver!

Shown with
optional
Top Shelf

MATERIAL
HANDLING

■

■

Optional Top Shelf clips to cross brace to increase storage capacity.
It’s easy to add or remove, providing maximum flexibility from
your Material Handling Cart.

Material Handling Cart
Top Shelf
Toe Hook

#6600
#6611
#6610

$599.00
$149.00
$ 6.00

Narrower base also available—37" wide
One of our customers writes…

“These carts have proven to be one of our best
investments. They have improved our productivity and made our shop more efficient.”

Built-in
Slotted Tab

—Gustav Blume, Blume’s Solid Surface (Freeport, PA)

Wheel the Material Handling Cart directly
Toe Hook
into your van, and secure it by running
ratchet straps through the built-in slotted tab. Our Toe Hook
gives you a secure fastening place!

For easier handling, we also recommend…

Pinske Power Grips. Use them to carry full sheets,
finished tops, full splashes and wet walls, without nicking the
edges or pinching your fingers. They’re also great for holding
a straight edge in position prior to cutting or routing. See
page 23 for full details on this all-around shop helper.
If you work with engineered stone, you’ll also want to check
out our Stone Storage Rack on page 39.

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
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Material Handling System (for Solid Surface)
One person can now move solid surface sheet stock easily from a pallet to your Panel Saw, Seaming
Table, CNC Router and Material Handling Cart.
■

The Jib Crane is 12' high with 16' of travel and has a
250-pound capacity.

■

The Vacuum Lift has eight 6" adjustable cups to
accommodate various sizes of sheets and allows you to
use it vertically and horizontally with a manual tilt.

MATERIAL
HANDLING

Each component of the Material Handling System
is of top quality and can be purchased individually
or as part of the complete package. Read on for
specifics…
■

Free Standing Workstation—This Gorbel Jib Crane is 12.7' high,
has a smooth 360° rotation and 16' span of travel. It features a top
electrical connection. It also features a retaining pin through the
pivot pin to help resist accidental upward dislodgement of the
boom assembly.

■

Hoist—This Harrington Hoist is compact, lightweight and powerful. Precision load-position control with a capacity of 250 lbs.
Hoist travel is 10' and it slides effortlessly back and forth. The chain is a heat-treated alloy.
■

Vacuum Lift—This lift from Woods Pwr Grip is completely self-contained.
Eight 6" cups keep your material firmly secured. These cups are adjustable to fit
various sheet widths, lengths and cutouts. The lift tilts 90° and also swivels in a
360° rotation and is rated for 360 lbs. Spread is 100". It is used vertically and
horizontally with a manual tilt. Operation is smooth and easy.

Material Handling System (complete package)
#1216 Call for pricing

Jib
Crane

Vacuum Lift

NOTE: All components are availabe individually; other sizes are
available as well. Please call for more information.

No need for extra help. One person can “work smart” and easily move material around
the shop.

One of our customers writes…

“The Pinske Jib Crane allowed us to create a one-man cutting cell, reducing our cutting costs by 30% and paying for itself in only 4 months.”
—Jim Leblow, Solid Surface Arts (Horseshoe, NC)
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Vacuum Lift

For material handling,
we also recommend…
■
■

Seaming Table (page 23)
Material Handling Cart (page 33)

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
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Material Handling System (for Stone or Engineered Stone)
If you need a heavier load capacity, we can put together a system to meet your specific needs. The Jib
Crane and Hoist weight limitations can be increased and we can also order alternative Vacuum Lifts.
Here are two of the more common Vacuum Lift choices:

Vacuum Lift – Manual Tilter 1200
(see below for prices based on power systems)
■
■
■

Available power systems:

Available options:

■ DC Power System—$3,390.00
■ Air (Venturi) Power System—$2,815.00
■ AC Power System (120V or 240V)—$2,975.00

■ Vacuum loss warning buzzer—$430.00
■ Flat lift adapter—$140.00
■ Center spool lift bar—$535.00
■ Vacuum package mounting bar—$240.00
■ Green lift light (available on AC and DC units only)—$530.00
■ Alternative frame dimensions and configurations
■ Frame mounted AC or DC power systems

Vacuum Lift – Air Powered Tilter 1500

$4,350.00

■
■
■

Standard pad spread: 23" x 74"
Number/size of pads: 10 / 10" dia. lipped
Load capacity: 1,500 pounds (on smooth, nonporous surfaces;
call for recommendations on other surfaces.)
■ Unit weight: 320 lbs. (for Air Power System)
■ Standard operating power: Compressed air, 11 SCFM @ 80 psi
■ Apply 10 seconds, Release 3 seconds (approx.)
■ Load movement: Power tilt, 90° between upright and flat
■ Tilt duty: Continuous
■ Vacuum gauge
■ Vacuum reserve tank
■ Vacuum line filter
■ Spring-mounted pads
■ Individual shutoffs to all pads
■ Closed cell foam pad rings

Alternative power systems:

Available options:

(specifications may not be as listed above;
call for information):

■ Vacuum

loss warning buzzer—$430.00

■ AC Power System—$6,380.00
■ DC Power System—$7,495.00

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
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MATERIAL
HANDLING

Standard pad spread: 21" x 77"
Number/size of pads: 8 / 10" dia. lipped
Load capacity: 1,200 pounds (on smooth, nonporous surfaces;
call for recommendations on other surfaces.)
■ Unit weight without power system: 104 lbs.
■ Load movement: Manual tilt, 90° between upright and flat
■ Individual shutoffs to all pads
■ Closed cell foam pad rings
■ Spring-mounted pads
■ Vacuum gauge
■ Vacuum line filter
■ Nylon springs

Drawer Notcher

… quick & easy!

Pinske’s patented Drawer Notcher saves time and effort. It cuts the recess and
drills the holes in the
drawer box all at one
time. Simply set the
U.S. Patent #6,390,159
drawer box over the cutter
and against the indicator
buttons. Push the drawer
box against the back
fence, activating the drill.
Step on a foot control
which moves the cutter up into the
bottom of the drawer box at the same
time as the drill moves inward to drill
the holes in the drawer’s back.
■
#52691

Designed to notch cabinet
drawer boxes for undermount hardware such as Blum®
■ Get a precision notch in seconds
… think of the time you’ll save!

#5299 Insert
with #5288 Screw

#5298 Insert
with #5289 Screw

Drawer Notcher
#5200
$ 8,495.00

CABINETMAKING

Replacement parts for Drawer Notcher
Replacement Cutter 11 ⁄4"—New design eliminates tearout
Replacement Inserts (square shape—cutter uses 30 of these)
Replacement Screws (cutter uses one for each #5298 insert)
Replacement Inserts (diamond shape—cutter uses 20 of these)
Replacement Screws (cutter uses one for each #5299 insert)
Drill Bit 1 ⁄4" OD
Solid Carbide Drill Bit 1 ⁄4"
Special cutters can be custom ordered

#52691
#5298
#5289
#5299
#5288
#012088
#012741

$1,695.00
$ 39.00 (box of 10)
$
2.90 (each)
$ 90.00 (box of 10)
$
2.90 (each)
$ 15.00
$ 49.00

Vertical Seaming Table
Perfect for seaming wood panels
The Vertical Seaming Table provides a vertical
working space that allows you to seam Wood
Veneer Panels longer than 8' or wider than 4'.
The table is designed in an A-frame shape and
features Rigid Seaming Cups that run on a continuous vacuum. The sixteen Rigid
Seaming Cups (eight on each side of the A frame) are easy to position in any direction (vertical, horizontal, 45
degree angle) and easy to
secure and retract out of the
way when not in use. These
cups perfectly align the face
side of your panels.
■
■

8 cups per side

Footprint 16' L x 4' W x 9' H
Takes up only 64 square feet

Vertical Seaming
Table #6900 $7,995.00

Another great tool for cabinetmaking:
■

The Quad Master Sander (page 26) also works on wood!
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Air Compass
Holds on wood
A continuous vacuum is obtained using
your air compressor. Will adhere to most
wood veneer and MDF surfaces. 100 p.s.i.
Compass operation is the same as Model
#3310 (seen on page 8).

Air Compass
#3312 $285.00

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
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Independent Drainboard
Templates
Upscale kitchen countertop installations
If you need to include a drainboard in a solid surface countertop, you need our Drainboard Templates! To use, simply clamp
the Template Frame to the countertop, then set in the chosen
pattern.
For maximum flexibility, we offer a set of three of the most
popular templates (#9500). Many fabricators have also been
requesting the ability to purchase a single Drainboard
Template, rather than the set of three. We now offer three additional designs as single templates. Although the single templates are not as easy to set up as the original set, they still allow you to offer
your customers the look they desire at a very cost-effective price.
■
■
■

Both sets feature 3⁄ 32" drainage slope
Made of durable phenolic; design size is approximately 16" x 21"
Requires use of plunge router with a 3⁄ 4" Template Guide and 5⁄ 8" or 1⁄ 2" Bit

Drainboard Template Set of 3
Raceway Drainboard (single*)
Horseshoe Drainboard (single*)
The Wave Drainboard (single*)
3⁄ 4" Template Guide
1⁄ 2" Drainboard Bit
5⁄ 8" Drainboard Bit
*Single drainboards are 15 1⁄2" wide

#9500
#9601
#9602
#9603
#42024
#DB8
#DB10

$795.00
$225.00
$225.00
$225.00
$11.95
$38.00
$40.00

Set #9500 includes these three popular patterns,
along with the Template Frame

SPECIALTY

Raceway Drainboard #9601

Horseshoe Drainboard #9602

The Wave Drainboard #9603

Pinske Edge Idea Corner
Countertop, sink, hot rods, drainboard, pinstripe
and decorative inlay

For upscaling kitchens, we also recommend …
■
■
■
■

Decorative Inlays (page 38)
Borders (page 9)
Hot Rods (page 38)
Coved Backsplashes (page 17)

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
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Decorative Inlay
Get a unique, custom look … with Pinske Edge Decorative Inlays! We’ve
got four terrific designs to choose from. Just tell us which design you want,
choose the colors you want and tell us how much you need. We’ll supply
the material, cut the pieces, glue your inlay together and ship it to you. All
you’ll need to do is rout your top, insert the inlay and glue it in. It’s that
simple!
■

From right to left: Halley’s Comet, Twin Peaks, Quasar,
Aztec

Cost is just $2.85 per inch (available in 1" x 70" pieces; $199.00 for the
70" piece). Minimum order is 2 pieces..
Please allow a minimum of 4 weeks lead time.

Inlay Corner Template
3⁄ 4" Template Guide w/Lock Nut
11⁄ 4" Template Guide w/Lock Nut
1⁄ 8" Bit
1" Bit

#4500
#42024
#45102
#10-810
#10-395

$85.00
$11.95
$29.95
$25.75
$31.90

A TIP FROM TOM: Setting Inlays Around a Corner

SPECIALTY

#4500

For demonstration purposes, we’ve routed the 1" channel twice
on the same piece of countertop. At the bottom, you can see
the channel after routing with a standard 1" bit; notice that the
corner has a 1" diameter round corner. Next, we used a router
with a 1⁄ 8" bit and 3⁄ 4" Template Guide to clean up the corner
so it is no longer round (shown in top photo). Our special
Inlay Corner Template positions the router perfectly for cleaning out the corner. Be sure to trim the inlay carefully to get a
good corner matchup.

Hot Rods *Limited styles and finishes available*
“Hot Rods” protect and upscale solid surface countertops. Your choice of 3 different styles
and 4 different colors: White, Almond or Black (powder coated steel); or Satin Chrome
(polished stainless steel). We also offer a Display Kit that
#3550
features all designs—perfect for showroom display. Kit also
features a Test Piece like the one shown below right; this
helps customers understand how Hot Rods work.
#320
Full Moon

#310
Butterfly

#330
Boomerang
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Hot Rods (Product #s at left)
Hot Rod Display Kit
#3550
Hot Rod Template Kit #300

$59.00
$150.00
$79.00

Above: Hot Rods next to grooves
cut into countertop. Below: Hot
Rods in place.

#300

The complete Hot
Rod Template Kit
(shown at left)
includes the template and template
guide 42045, router
bit 28-110 and
depth gauge.

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
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For Working with Stone
Magnum Grip Stone Cups
The Magnum Grip Stone Cups are the answer to
seaming granite and engineered stones. You’ll get
the most inconspicuous seam possible
with their incredible vacuum and
pulling power. Each 11" cut is rated for
750 lbs. Magnum Grips are very easy
to use and run off a 110V portable
vacuum pump that weighs only 11 lbs.
Seam levelers are included.

Magnum Grip Stone Cups
#70868
$959.00

To handle stone easily …
Check out the two Vacuum Lifters on page
35. They make handling heavy stone easier
and safer. Different
configurations
available to suit
your specific
needs.

SPECIALTY

Stone Storage Rack
This Storage System comes in 10' long sections with ten (10) removable
posts. The posts are 54" high and are spaced 12" apart. This accommodates one full skid of 5' x 10' stone slabs. The individual sections can be
positioned for various slab sizes or bolted to the floor if you choose. This
rack allows you to show your clients slabs with easy access. They come
completely powder-coated so that you can store your stone slabs outside
without fear of the rack rusting or looking unprofessional.

Stone Storage Rack

#1400

$995.00

Pinske Edge Idea Corner
Solid-surface cutting
board with handle

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
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Seam
Repair
Power Grips
not included

Edge Repair Template

Seam Repair Machine
Fix a seam without removing the countertop!
The Seam Repair Machine is the one everybody’s been waiting for. Now you can rout a 5⁄ 8"
wide slot into the deck from the front to the back right up to the backsplash, and repair the
countertop quickly and easily.
■

Includes Sturdy Aluminum Construction, one pair of THK Bearings, 31⁄ 4 HP Porter Cable
Plunge Router, 5⁄ 8" Insert Router Bit #2068 with ten inserts #2268, spacer blocks, easy clamp
pins and edge repair template

Seam Repair Machine
5-day rental

#23510
$250.00

Ultra Repair System

$1,795.00
($25 per day thereafter)

… everything you need in one convenient package!

This system is the ultimate—everything you require for countertop repairs. The Ultra Repair System includes Products #23505
& #23510. All you need at a special package price.

#23520

$1,995.00

Repair Kit

REPAIRS

Looking for help with those nasty
countertop repair jobs? The Pinske
Edge Repair Kit can provide the
help you’ve been looking for. The
pie template repairs the deck area
and the edge template takes care of
your edge.
■

Power Grip not
included in Kit

Includes 5 Degree Bit, 12" Turnbuckle, Pie Repair Template, Pie
Repair Clamp, Edge Repair
Template, Template Guide, Lock
Nut, Bushing and O-Ring

Repair Kit
#23505

$325.00

5 Degree Bit only
#17-MOD
$50.00
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Sink Removal Machine
The fast, easy way to remove damaged solid surface sinks
The Sink Removal Router Machine (uses a Porter Cable 31⁄ 4 hp D-Handle Offset Router
w/Wing Bowl Cutout Bit) will allow you to rout right up to and along the backsplash.
Removal of an average sink will take only approximately 10 minutes.

Sink Removal Machine #7000 $1,595.00

Height
16" to 27"

Sink Stand #7005 $169.00
This adjustable stand (shown at right) provides support when
removing a sink.

5-day rental of Sink Removal Machine*
$250.00 ($25 per day thereafter) *Sink stand available

Width
12"

upon request

Sink Removal Bit
#7050
Replacement Bearing #010138
Replacement Collar
#010139

$229.00
$ 15.00
$ 11.00

Repair Templates
An essential set to have on hand
for all kinds of repair
This set of Repair Templates covers a
wide range of round repairs (8", 131⁄ 2"),
straight cracks, right angle cracks and
corner cracks.

Repair Cutters
This Plug Cutter Set of two
(2) bits is great for small
repairs of 13⁄ 4" diameter.

Repair Cutters
#60-175
$500.00

■
■

Made from 3⁄ 4" phenolic
Comes with depth gauge and two bevel
cutting router bits (shown at right)
■ Bits available separately

Repair Templates
Bevel Cutting Bit
Bevel Cutting Bit

#2020
#30-300
#30-305

$ 550.00
$ 102.00
$ 102.00

Professional Router Stand Complete
This package combines a rigid aluminum stand, table top and MastR-Lift. Allows for easy height adjustment and bit changes, all from
above the table. Designed for Porter Cable 7518 Router, but can be
adapted to fit other brands by using a reducing collar. This is a must
for doing repairs or putting profiles on small parts! If you already
have a router stand you’d like to use, you can purchase the Mast-RLift separately and install it on your own stand.

#2021
Router not included

Complete Router Stand
Mast-R-Lift only

#2021
#2022

#30-305

REPAIRS

#30-300

Safe and easy!
#2022
Router not
included

$559.00
$279.00

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
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2" Heat
Conductive Tape

Butane Cordless
Bonder
This cordless glue gun is just the ticket
for
working at
job
sites—
no
cords
to trip
over,
no mess to untangle. This glue gun can
tackle almost any hot melt application
and uses readily available 1⁄ 2" round
standard high temperature glue sticks.
Butane power—safe, economical to
operate—fast refill—one charge lasts
up to 2.5 hours.

Butane Cordless Bonder
#3304 $75.00

■

180 ft. roll

2" Flexible Tape
For V-grooving
and vacuum sealing
■

#100 $55.00

108 ft. roll

#105 $28.00

Ratchet Handle

Ratchet
Handle

Replace that old, hard-to-turn wingnut on your router
with this easy-to-turn handle!

#396

$6.50

Cleaners

Suction Cup

Power Grip Cleaner

NEW! 31⁄ 4" cup, great

Citrus-scented spray keeps suctioning grooves on
power grips dust-free, working their best. 24 fl. oz.

#62

for catching sink cutouts.

#61 $15.00

$21.00

Countertop Cleaner &
Polish (8oz.)
Cleaner #63 $15.00
Polish
#64 $15.00
#62

Glue Sticks for #3304
#3018 $10.00/lb.
(16 pieces per pound)

#63

Hardware
Brass Grommet, Wing Nut, Machine Screw
For undermounting stainless steel or cast iron sinks.
#3900

Electric Bonder
The HD200 Glue Gun
combines the best features of a
high volume hand gun, including a state-of-art heating system
for
accurate temperature
control. Compact design offers
comfort and precise control.
Uses 1⁄2" round standard high
performance glue sticks.

GENERAL
SHOP

Electric Adhesive Glue Gun
#3308 $49.95
Glue Sticks for #3308
#3018 $10.00/lb.
(16 pieces per pound)
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#3900

#3800

Fasteners are 11⁄ 2 " D, 1" H

$5.45 (pkg. of 10 each)
Undermount Kit
Hardware includes clips, fasteners, wingnuts and washers.
#3800 contains 6 of each and a small tube of epoxy; Bulk
Kit contains 30 of each hardware.

Basic Kit
Bulk Kit
250ML Tube Epoxy
400ML Tube Epoxy

#3800
#3805
#3806
#3808

$15.95
$39.00
$27.50
$45.00

25ML Tube Epoxy

#3807

$ 7.98

Use the #3645 Dispenser (page 43)

Pinske Wear
You asked for it …
here it is!
Here are the sharp aprons,
shirts and caps you’ve seen us
wearing at the shows. Work in
style … with Pinske Wear!

Hats
Aprons
T-Shirts (XL)

$10.00
$20.00
$ 9.95

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM

Adhesive Dispensers
#3630

#3620

Pneumatic Dispenser for 250 ml Tubes
Manual Dispenser for 250 ml Tubes
Manual Dispenser for 250 ml Tubes
Manual Dispenser for 470 or 250 ml Tubes
NEW! Pneumatic Dispenser for 470 ml Tubes
NEW! Manual Dispenser for 470 ml Tubes
NEW! Manual Dispenser for 50 ml Tubes

#3620
#3630
#3640
#3645
#3660
#3665
#3610

$ 350.00
$ 180.00
$ 69.95
$ 69.95
$ 395.00
$ 190.00
$ 40.00

#3640, 3645

#3501

#3665

#3610

#3660

Pinske Edge Idea Corner

NEW! Axiom 25 Adhesive
A rainbow of translucent silicone colors, developed for
Solid Surface and other hard surface industries. Charcoal,
Blue, Gray, White, Beige, Green, Rose, Earth and Clear.

Axiom 25
#3599
$ 9.99 per tube
$84.00 per case (12 per case)

Two hollow balls with
locking lids, made from
Solid Surface material
(made by The Pinske Edge
as a premium for a
charity fundraiser)

Mixer Tips–A good place to save money!
#3503

Integra Bayonet Mixer Tips
#3504 $85.00 (pkg. of 100)
Quadro Mixer Tips
#3503 $85.00 (pkg. of 100)
With new ribbon-tip spreader

Mixer Tips
#3502 $94.00 (pkg. of 100)
Mini Mixer Tips (50 ml)
#3501 $65.00 (pkg. of 100)
(See above)

Our special bonding material, Stonedge,
comes in a 250 ml tube and is available in
a variety of colors. Bond your seams,
buildup edges, aprons and
backsplashes—allow only
1 hour for cure time!

GENERAL
SHOP

#3502

Stonedge Stone
Adhesive

Call for availability
and pricing.

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM
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End shop clutter and disorganization permanently!
We’ve all done it. We decide that we’ll finally take the time to get organized. We plan to build storage cabinets and other things to keep
the shop organized. But somehow, something else always gets in the way — like scheduled jobs! Why build when you can buy? Here
are some ready-made solutions to keep your shop organized, and keep tools and supplies handy.
Here’s how one of our guys actually uses his
Organizer in our fabrication shop:

The Organizer
Hang
clamps
etc.

Two shelves
hold routers
etc.

Cabinet holds jig
saw, belt sander,
drill, and shop
supplies

Drawers hold safety glasses, tape measures, markers, glue
sticks, calculator, sanding papers, bits, shims, mixing tips...

Keep tools and supplies neat, clean and organized!
This workstation lets you organize your routers, clamps, sanders, chisels,
wrenches, bits, sandpaper, adhesives etc. It is 24" deep and 60" long, and is
constructed with a powder-coated steel frame and vinyl-wrapped doors (2)
and drawers (4). The Organizer has
heavy-duty casters that allow easy
mobility for movement within the
shop area.
We suggest that each of your fabricators have an Organizer Workstation
with them in their work area. Each
person is then responsible and
accountable for the tools and supplies
necessary to do his or her job.

Organizer Workstation
#1200 $1,295.00

Why put up with this any longer?!

Clamp Cart
Tom Says:

This Clamp Cart is a perfect
solution for holding your
clamps. Sturdy casters make it
easy to wheel into your work
area.
■

Your fabricators will appreciate having ‘a place for
everything and everything in its place!’

37" H x 20" W x 30" L

We also recommend…
Clamp Cart
#2330 $229.00

■

The Material Handling Cart will also improve your shop’s
efficiency (see page 33)

GENERAL
SHOP

Custom Fabrication Assistance & CNC Services
At The Pinske Edge, we not only make quality solid surface fabrication tools, we also fabricate in our shop. If
you need fabrication assistance on a job, we'd be happy
to help. SHOWER PANS are one of the more popular
items many shops order from us. We cove all four sides
and custom make them according to your specs; to
obtain a quote, please send us a fax with your details.
We can assist you with thermoforming and unusually
tough pieces. Our KOMO CNC Router can also cut
many types of material besides solid surface. We can cut
woods, laminates, melamine, plastics, foam, or aluminum - from signs and letters, to the
hard-to-do difficult pieces and shapes. Whether it be a one of a kind prototype or a large
production run, we can get it done for you quickly and with great accuracy. What this
means to you is financial savings in addition to fast delivery to keep your schedules on time.
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TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM

Fabrication Seminars
The PINSKE EDGE SOLID SURFACE FABRICATION SEMINARS
are held in the state-of-art Pinske Edge fabrication shop in Plato,
MN. Use all of the Pinske Edge tools and learn timesaving, quality
fabrication methods from Tom Pinske and his crew. They’ll answer
all of your questions, you'll meet other independent fabricators, and
you’ll walk away to tackle a project of your own. This is an in-depth
course and enrollment is limited. If you’re interested in a better way
of solid surface fabrication, reply now to reserve a spot.
WHEN Call for a current schedule or check our web site.
Courses run three days - Wednesday through Friday
(7:30 a.m -5:00 p.m.)
WHO

Class size is limited to 4 - 5 students for this in-depth
course. Participants must be somewhat experienced.

From a recent seminar

WHAT Students will be applying precise, time-saving methods
using Pinske Edge tools to make a vanity top with a coved backsplash, integral sink and pinstripe. Along with basic
routing and glueing, you’ll also do: Radiuses, Circle and Curves, Borders, Inlays, Thermoforming, Drainboards, Edge
Details, Pinstripes, Coves, Cutouts, Repairs, etc.
COST

Tuition is $1000 per person. Tools purchased while at the seminar receive a 10% discount. Additional fabricators
from the same company may attend for only $800 if working on the same project.

Call now to reserve a spot in one of our upcoming seminars!

Videos Available:
Solid Surface Shower Video
In this 25 minute video, Tom Pinske demonstrates
time saving methods and new techniques for fabricating and installing SOLID SURFACE SHOWERS.

S-VID $29.95

Solid Surface Instructional
Fabrication Video
30 Minute Instructional
Fabrication Video Featuring:
■ Complete use of
The Pinske Edge Tools
■ Squaring and Rough Cutting
■ Preparing Drop Edge
■ Pinstripes
■ Finishing the Top
■ Borders
■ Circles and Curves
■ Thermoforming
■ Cove Backsplashes
■ Drainboards
■ Countertop Installation
■ Special Designs

I-VID $29.95

Equipment Leasing
We’re currently working with several leasing companies to help you get the equipment you need to help you grow. Contact:
Enterprise Financial Solutions
Attn: Jack Harvey
888-700-1414
e-mail: jharvey@efsolutionsinc.com
website: www.efsolutionsinc.com

Stearns Bank
Attn: Chris Carlson
800-247-1922
e-mail: ChrisC@stearns-bank.com
website: www.stearns-bank.com

TO ORDER, OR FABRICATION QUESTIONS, CALL 1-800-T-PINSKE
FAX 1-320-238-2385 • WWW.PINSKE-EDGE.COM • EMAIL INFO@PINSKE-EDGE.COM
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EDUCATION
& LEASING

Ervin Leasing
Attn: Gearry Russell
888-253-0145
e-mail: grussell@ervinleasing.com
website: www.ervinleasing.com

Clockwise from top left: Theodore Pinske letterhead;
Edward Pinske sales slip; Edward Pinske standing on a
barn being built in the early 1920s; workers using the saw
made by Edward and George Pinske from a Model T Ford
(saw used in 1999); the barn from the early 1920s during
construction; (center) honeymoon photo of
Sidonia Wolff Pinske, wife of Ed Pinske, in 1923
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The past:

You probably don’t know it, but at the Pinske Edge we have a history that goes back over 100 years.
Pinske Edge founder Tom Pinske comes from a long line of innovators who have been serving the building trade since the
late 1800s. Tom’s grandfather Theodore founded a construction business in Plato, Minnesota… in turn, Theo’s son,
Edward, carried on the family business, working as a contractor and innovator.

The present:

Edward’s son, Tom, founded the Pinske Edge in 1987, to provide fabricators with the tools they
need to be on the cutting edge. Like his father and grandfather before him, Tom is always looking for “a better way.” Our
Drawer Notcher Machine (seen on page 36) was granted U.S. Patent #6390159. This is just one of the many tools Tom has
designed to help fabricators do the best job possible. Our website features a bulletin board—Fabricator’s Forum. This bulletin board is open to any of our customers who would like answers to questions about fabrication. The Forum is monitored by Pinske Edge staff, who will provide answers and tips. To participate in the Fabricator’s Forum, just access our
website 24/7 at www.pinske-edge.com and click on the link.

The future:

We aren’t content to rest on our past achievements. Because we fabricate in our own shop too (as
well as manufacture tools), we know first-hand what you do because we do it every day, too! We’re constantly upgrading
and updating our product line. Our staff works diligently to produce quality products and services to benefit your business. Our team is knowledgeable and trained to provide you with exceptional service and first-class tooling solutions. You
can count on us for a Lifetime of Service—we’ll be here when you need assistance, service and products!

Mission statement: Our goal at The Pinske Edge is to help solid
surface fabricators become the best they can possibly be. By providing highquality tools and expert guidance, we hope to help our customers become more
skillful and accomplished as well as faster and more profitable. We strive for
continual improvement of our organization and products for the benefit of both
our customers and employees.
Read what some of our customers are saying:
“The plumber mounted the kitchen faucet in the wrong location. The Repair
Cutters made short order of the repair. There’s absolutely no reason to be intimidated by mistakes. Thank you!”
—KC Ellison, Olympic Mountain
Millwork LLC (Shelton, WA)
“The Shaper Coving System is definitely one
of the best investments that I have made. The
most effective way to do a coved backsplash!”
—Rob Greene, Greene’s Contracting
(Cross Lanes, WV)

Above:
Tom with the
Quad Master
Sander
Left: Tom with
the patented
Drawer
Notcher

“Everyone is extremely helpful. It is so nice to
have someone to call when you get those ‘pull
your hair out’ problems.”
—Robert Payton, Jerry Thiel & Sons, Inc.
(Cody, WY)
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YO U ’ R E O N T H E WAY U P TO
BIGG E R PROFITS WITH TH E PI NSKE E DG E.

GUARANTEE
Tom’s tools are designed and machined to exacting standards. He
wants you to have the same quality results he gets from his own
Pinske Edge tools. Please call us if you have questions about your
purchase. It is your feedback
that guides us in our efforts to
continually improve our product line. If you’re not satisfied
with the results you’re getting,
Tom wants to hear about it. We
have a no-hassle guarantee.
The Pinske Edge
Call The Pinske Edge toll-free.

1-800-T-PINSKE
That’s 1-800-874-6753

Imagine the
possibilities... a few
solid surface projects
by The Pinske Edge

119 Main Street • P.O. Box 68
Plato, MN USA 55370
Phone 320-238-2196 • Fax 320-238-2385
e-mail: info@pinske-edge.com
Web Page: www.pinske-edge.com

Prices subject to change without notice • FOB Plato, Minnesota USA
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